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Robbery More Than Tripled, Reports Say
By ENJOLI FRANCIS and

JASON T. SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writers

According to figures provided
by the University Police, report•
ed incidents of on-campus robbery more than tripled between
1996 and I997, while reports of
other crimes, such as motor vehicle theft and aggravated assault.
continued to surge.
Between I 996 and 1997, the
number of reported on-<:ampus
robberies increased from 10 to
34. In the same period, the number of motor vehicles reported
stolen to University Police rose
from 21 to 25. But the most dramatic increase in the number of
motor vehicles stolen came
between 1995 and 1996, when
the number swelled from IO 10
21.
Reported incidents of aggravated assault rose from 20 in 199610
25 in I997. But while reported

See PLAN,A3

Comedy Magazine
on Hold This Fall
By SUFIYA ABDUR-RAHMAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard University-be p.repared to laugh. TI1e plans
to produce a comedy magazine between Chris Rock and
Howard
facu lty,
although delayed, will
fortunately continue.
The satirical magazine
aims to be completely
student-run and will be
• the fi rst of its kind
launched at a historically Black college.
Modeled after the Harvard Lampoon, which
supplied several Harvard graduates jobs
writing for such shows
as "Sein feld," "The
.
.
,. d "S
File Photo
S unpsons, an
atur• Comedian Chris Rock to create
day Night Live," e<>medy maguune on HU 'campus.
Howard's comedy magazine aspires to provide talented Blacks with comedic
writing positions on urban shows.
The challenge now faced by planners is finding potential writers and an arena in which to develop their
comedic talents.
School of Communications Dean Jannette L. Dates
said, "There will be a series of seminars on campus this
year getting students ready to be part of this process." She
said the Black Comedians Summit on Comedy is slated
for late October and will include Rock and several other
comedians and comedic writers.
Dates said she's looking for the seminars to address
some of her uncertainties about the magazine's produc
See MAGAZJNE, A2

Raymond Archer as l.nterim Vice President of
Student Affairs brings change to the
department. See, A3
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Months after the University told the District's Board of
Zoning Adjustments that it would create a community
advisory council designed to solidify the community's
voice in the Campus Plan's implementation, the BZA
voted Wednesday to approve the plan, but said the Uni•
versity must fulfill the promises it made earlier this year.
The community advisory committee would be comprised of representatives from the University, advisory
neighborhood commissioners and leaders of civic groups
from surrounding neighborhoods. The council, which the
BZA said must meet at least four times a year, would help
oversee new construction and development.
The community-led push for an advisory council has
stirred already coarse tensions between the University
and neighborhood activists.
Lawrence Guyot, chairman of ANC 1-B, said the creation of the council is a necessity for the Campus Plan
to be successful.
"We support the plan, but cannot, in good conscience,
simply tum over the fate of our community to an institution," Guyot said. "Unless we have a body that is representative of the student government, the ANCs, and the
civic associations to be able to protect our interests."
In addition 10 the estabUshment of the council, neigh•
borhood activists--pointing to plans to build the Interdisciplinary Science Center on land now used for parking--are demanding that the University minimize parking
and develop a plan to curb automobile traffic.
During the meeting before the three-member board,
University representatives said it intends to encourage
commercial development on lower Georgia Avenue, and
strengthen relationships with community groups.
In August, Hassan Minor, vice presidenl of the Uni•
versity's office of government affairs, sent a )ener to the
BZA saying the University did "not see a need for establishmenl of a new organizational entity such as the
'Howard University advisory council' suggested by ANC
IB."
That leller was sent on Aug. 14--the last day 10 submit

SroDENT AFFAIRS: The appointment of

-
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CAMPUS

Bound for
Youth
Marches

incidents of on-campus crime
contiJ1ued to swell to highest levels seen in three years, the number of reported burglaries plunged
from I47 in 1995 to 80 last year.
Schools receiving federal financial aid are required by the U.S.
Department of Education to publish the crime stacistics annually
and make them readily available
to students.
A Hilltop analysis of the figures
comes one week after spurts of
violence rocked the University
community. According m eye
witnesses in Blackburn Cafeceria
last week, a young lady pulled out
a sharp object and proceeded 10
stab a young man. In what
appears to be unrelated incidents
around campus students were
injured in a series of fights. Campus Police were unava.ilable for
commcm.
Responding to the crime statistics and last week's incidents,
NeviIle Welch, HUSA president,
said, "that's why we hired Chief

Smith. With the new chief and the
changes he's making with the
department, I think che numbers
will beon the decline in 1998," he
said.
Vernicka Irving, a po lice
records analyst for the University Police Department, compiles
the figures into a report listing
several types of crimes. Irving, a
9-ycar veteran of the force,
receives all police reports, separates them into crime classifications--such as robbery and sexual assault--and plot, them on a
grid representing the University's main campus, all in an effort
to track the growing crime rate.
"The main campus is divided
into four sectors with the grid,
and I figure out what crime is
highly concentrated in each sector," she said.
With little yellow tags symbolizing crimes in each sector, Irving
looks for patterns of criminal
activity and reveals her findings
See CRIME, A2

In Harlem on Saturday , a million youth are expected to
stretch across Malcolm X Boulevard to promote unity
among che young minority population. In Atlanta, on
Monday, a million youth are expected to culminate on
Auburn Avenue, with the same purpose in mind.
The Howard University Student Association, will be
sending a bus to the Million Youth Movement in Atlanta.
HUSA's bus will pull off on Sunday morning. Student
Leaders will have firscpriority, for the 14-hour trip.
Each seat is $50 dollars, however, there will be a bus
leaving even if no one pays. Additional buses will be
added if necessary. Today will be the last day to sign up
for the bus trip.
HUSA President, Neville Welch, who will be on the
agenda as a speaker at tbc Movement in Atlanta, encourages youth unity.
"I salute any attempt to gather a million youth," Welch
said.
The 'Firm' administration supports the Movement in

New Journalism Professor to
Lead Center for Race, Media
By RAFIAH DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

A new edition to the School of Communications, Alice Bonner opens a window of
opportunity for students, and the University, too. Bonner joined Che department of
journ11lism's staff on Aug. 1, as the director
of the Center for the Study of Race and the
Media.
The Center is dedicated to promoting racial
balance and equicy in the media. Bonner said
the center, which will draw White journal•
ists to Howard to study black culture, will
be based largely on the Neiman Foundacion
at Harva~d University._
.
.
Hilltop Stoff/Adrienne Jackson
Professional JOUmahsts will receive fel- Alice Bonner will lead the Ctnter for the Study of Race and the Media.
lowships to study any particular subjecc for
a year at the center. Bonner, a former
has the potential to open a 101 of eyes."
Neiman fellow, said the fellowship will help broadLike the Neiman Foundation, journalists will be able
en the education ofjournalists and make them better- to chose from several fields of study at Howard. Bue
equipped to deal with issues of race and culture.
the difference. Bonner said, is thac fellows "will be
"My fellowship opened my eyes 10 a part of Amer- enlightened on race, so they can go back to spread
ica I would never have been able to see if I didn't go what they have learned to reduce racial barriers."
to Harvard as a journalist," she said, adding, "and I
As School of Communications Dean Janncne Dates
think that the Center for the Study of Race and Media
See BONNER, A2
.

NATION/WORLD
CUBA: Castro assassination suspects caught..
See, A7
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SPORTSFRIDAV
Go BISON: The Howard Universit)' Bison
meet Jackson State University 'Iigcrs for its
first game of the season. See, Bl

See MARCHES, A3

Welch
Justifies
Increased
Fees
By JASON T. SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writer

At a sparsely attended "emergency" town hall meeting
Wednesday, Howard University Student Association
president Neville Welch, for the first time, formally presented che proposed student activity fee increase to the
student body.
The meeting comes in the wake of a question-raising
proposal by the General Assembly to increase the student activity fee by 80 percent. The proposed change bad
already been sent to President Swygert at the time of the
"emergency" cown hall meeting.
The meeting was stalled an hour to allow more students
to anend, however the delay only yielded a small crowd
·of moscly freshmen.
"We had ads in The Hilltop, there were flyers posted,
and irrespective of that we do not see the people. I am
very disappoinced that we don't have more students here
tonight," Welch said.
To a crowd of 45, Welch presented findings that the University's activity fee is lower than that of any other uni•
versity in the consortium.
"This docs not justify a
increase, but it does put the
situation in perspective so that you can better see the
need," Welch said.
"Students come here and look to clubs for something
to hold on to and these clubs can't offer them that with
the budget we have," he said.
However, despite the debate stirring on campus over the
increase, the response from the crowd seemed to welcome it after Welch's presentation'.
"We have to pay $60 to the Campus Pals for one week.
I wouldn't mind paying more for more activities over the
year," said freshman chemistry major Meredith Lane.
"And $60 is nothing compared to paying $ 16,000 to go
here.''
Welch also touched upon the student code of conduct,
which is due for revision.
"These are the things that need to be at the forefront of
students minds," he said.

BUSINESS
CAMPUS FlslIBRY: HOWARD UNIVER·
SITY ALUMNI OPENS NEIGHBORHOOD
CARRY-OUT. S/JS B6

fee

WeekendWeather
TODAY: Partly cloudy, mainly dry conditions
83° ffiGH, 67° OOW
SATURDAY: SWl_!).)' Skies
88° lllGH, 72° LOW
SUNDAY: Partly cloudy, mainly dry

cooditions

91° HIGH, 73° LOW
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CAMPUS
UGSA
Takes
Undergraduate Trustee Aims
New
Approach
lto .' Connect' ·w ith Campus
By LAUREN WILLIAMS
Hilltop Staff Writer
By JAMYE E. SPILLER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Rewind to the year 1968, and
two thousand protes1ers demanding that a student representative
be included on all Universitywide committees, incluping the
Board of Trustees, are locked
inside the Mordecai Wyatt
Johnson Building.
Now fast-forward to today, thirty years later, when the revolution
has yielded a new undergraduate
1rustee: The 21 -year-old Jonathan
Hutto.
Hard-working and passionate,
Hutto says he decided early in his
, college career to champion the
voice of studenls. As a freshman.
Hutto was elected Drew Hall
president. And during his sophomore year, the political science
major was HUSA's volunteer
coordinator, UGSA representative, Operation Vote Bison coordinator, and a Drew Hall resident
assistant.
Two years ago. Hutto rode the
wave of political activism among
the region's college students and
was elected to the Advisory
Neighborhood Commission, a
grassroots community network..
Last year, as a junior, he was
elected HUSA president.
"My job as undergraduate
1rustee is to insure the student
body of Howard that when the
Board of Trustees meets, their
immediate inlerests will not be
overlooked when final decisions

are made;' Hutto said.
Fueled by the effects of the
l 960s protests, in I 970, the
University established a scat for a
·student represenlativc on the
Board of Trustees.
The first two studenl Trus1ees
were Eric Hughes and John
Buller.
Asked why he decided to run for
the office of undergraduate
Trustee, Hutto said be "wanted to
go to a level where I felt the buck
stops with me." He said he wanted to be 'the final decision maker,
standing up for the rights of students."
Hutto said he is planning a panel
discussion on the his1ory of
undergraduate 1rustees and their
role at the University. He said he
is aiming to hold a meeling of
former undergraduate 1rustees
during Homecoming week.
"I think. we should pay some
homage to them and say thank
you," he said.
Hutto says be has yet to decide
where he will spread his influence
after graduating from Howard. He
adds, however, that he may venture into law school or education,
but either way, he' ll be a public
servant, he says.

1/

,.
File 1'11010
Undergraduate Trustee Joml1ha11 Hutlo said he decided e-.uiy in his rollege career to
champion the ,·o i« orthe students.

Reports Say On-campus Robbery More
Than Tripled Between_1996, 1997
CRIME,from Al

with folice Chief Reginald Smith. Irving, noting that the statistics do
not include crimes that are nol reported to University Police, urged students to report crimes.
"If you arc the victim, contact campus police. An officer will be dispatched to your location wilh a report form," she said.
S1uden1s interested in obtaining a report of campus crimes should call
806-1089 or 806-1079, Irving said, adding that when requesting, students
should also include their n:.me, date the report was taken, and their phone
number.

"It might take three 10 five days a1 the longest." Irving said, adding that
she updates her grids every two weeks.
Irving, poiming to 1he University Police Department's efforts to preven1
crimes, said 1hat safety awareness flyers and meetings will help lower the
growing crime rate.
The Department also sponsors crime prevention workshops in the
University's dormitories. SAFE SPRING and SAFE FALL are two workshops sponsored by the Department, the Metropol itan Police Department,
and the University's Counseling Service.
With the gridding system and the crime prevention workshops underway, Vemicka Irving and the Campus Police Department arc attempting
to decrease Howard's crime s1aiistics.

Center to Promote Racial Balance in Media,
Draw White Journalists to Study Black Culture

T he Undergrad uate S tuden t
Assembly, the programming entity
of the Studen1 Government, is aiming to lake an innova1ive approach
to the new academic year.
UGSA offered a list of programs
and volunteer opportuni1ies, and
with the exception of last Friday's
Midnight Back to School Cruise,
Howard Live and World AIDS Day,
everything on UGSA's fall itinerary
is new for this school year.
UGSA coordinator Jonelle Lewis
and vice Ccordi nator Charlice
Noble worked in UGSA's office
la'st year and said they felt previous
programs were of quality but not
well-auended because of public
relations problems and lack of Siudent interest. The organization's
board members spent numerous
hours this summer crea1ing programs that they believe Howard
students want to see.
UGSA started the year off with
the 'Tear Da Block Up' block party
welcoming freshmen and continuing students back to Howard. The
next activity on UGSA"s calendar is
the World Festival in conj unction
with HUSA on Friday, Sept. 11 on
the Yard. This program was created to recognize the cultural needs
and interests of Howard's international students that constitute the
largest population at any HBCU.
Accordi ng to the UGSA
P rograms di rector, Channing
Hawkins, the festival will bri ng
something new to the Howard
Community.
''The festival will celebrate HU's
cultural diversity," Hawkins said.
"It will expose everyone to the
world within Howard."
For October, UGSA has decided
to revive a tradition that died out in
lhe 80s, the Homecoming BaJ/.
In addition to celebrating Mr. and
Miss Howard, the Homecoming
Ball will hopefully invoke a large
amount of school spirit from students and faculty, Lewis said. The
semi -formal. "prom-like" event
will be held on Saturday. Oct. 24 in
the Blackburn Ballroom.
"Since Howard is the Mecca of
Black Education. we need to treat
our royalty like royalty," Lewis
said.

The week of Nov. 15-19 has been
declared UGSA we~k. The week
will include lhe reium of the talk
show "Howard Live" as well as the
new Frederick Douglass Debates.
There will also be a panel discussion.
''The week will be dedicated to
specific in1ellec1ually based, culturally enriching, and entertaining
programs;• Lewis said.
Also new to UGSA in November,
is a tentatively planned trip to the
Bayou Classic in New Orleans on
Nov. 25.
UGSA also added what i1 hopes
will be phenomenal community
outreach and service projects. The
organization has decided to make
Howard the firsl university in the
district to institute a recycling drive
s1arting in September.
Hawkins views the recycling drive
as. "a vehicle for Howard students
10 show their concern for the environment." UGSA plans to use funds
garnered from this project to purchase a work of art to dedicate to
the class of 1999.
UGSA's outreac h programs
include Operation H.O.P.E. and a
tutorial program at Gage Eckington
Elementary School in conjunction
w ith
AmeriCorp's Proj ec t
C.H.A.N.G.E. Operation H.0 .P.E.
will allow Howard students to mentor homeless children. The tutorial
program needs volunteers willing
to dedica1e time towards helping
students increase their reading
skills.
Lewis notes that every board
member is a senior except for one.
Bui there are still positions available in UGSA including administrative assistant, historian, public
serv ice director, and volunteer
coordinator. Applications are available in the UGSA office in the
Blackburn Center. suites I08-1 10.
To make itseU more accessible to
the student body. UGSA has created a Website-providing information
on
its
activities
(http://www.howard.edu/student
activities pages/UGSA.nlm).
''UGSA is bui lding on a foundation started by past coordinators,
but I realize that we have 10 add
more programs to leave our legacy,"
Lewis said. "Hopefully, these programs wi ll quench the thirst of the
HU Student body.''

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Howard University Names New Dean of School of Business

Dr. BarronH. Harvey recently named as the school of Business dean. Harve
BONNER,/rom Al
searched for someone to lead the cemer, she said that Bonner's name kept
"popping up.•
"We were focusing on the needs of the cemer, foUowing the progress of
the Neiman foundation and that of the Freedom Porum, where [Bonner]
was the director of journalism education,• Dates said. "People who knew
about what those foundations did kept saying that she would be good for
this position."
Joumal ism professor Lawrence Kaggwa said tliat Bonner's appointment
was a "win-win" situation for students and the department of journalism.
Kaggwa said that Bonner's presence at Howard might influence more
draw more money and internship opportunities to the School of

Communications.
"She has name recognition, and she can bring in tremendous amounts
of money.• he said.
Bonner, a Howard graduaie who was among the first students in the
School of Communications. says she is happy to be back at the University.
One of her projects is teaching the Commw,iry News Lab. in which journal ism seniors students produce The Community News, a 10,000 circulation weekly newspaper.
"She is high-driven and will go to any lengths to make sure [a student]
makes it," he said. "[Bonner] is one of those people any university would
die to get their hands on, and we shouldn't do anything to make her leave.
Howard is notorious for running those kind of people away."

as the interim dean for the School of Business for nearly four years. "DI'.
ar.oey's business acumen. both in the academic and professional environments
as been beneficial 10 the Howard University community," said presiden
trick Swygert.

World Yard Fest Celebrates Culture
The Undergraduate Srudent Assembly and 1he Howard University Sruden
ssociation will host the first annual World Yard Pest next Friday on the
uadrnngleat noon. For more information contaet HUSA at 806-7007.

Rap Sesmon Planned for Tubman Quadrangle
The Howard University's annual rap session. 'Speak Your Mind,• will be bcl

Finding Writers, Arena New Challenge
for Rock's Comedy Magazine at Howard
MAGAZINE, from Al
tion.
"How do we gel people ready for the magazine?" Dates asked, "What
do students have to do to write comedy?"
The summit will introduce students to the concept of a comedy magazine on campus and will serve as their preliminary interest meeting.
Studems would later take two comedy writing courses in the department
of journalism--one focusing on the history of Black comics in America
and the other a lab in which the magazine would be produced.
Bill Stepbney. who has been friends with Rock for more than IOyears,
is an imegral part of the magazine's planning team. Stephney got 10 know
Rock. while working for Def Jam and is now president of SlepSun
Records. He said he will do a presentation at the summit.
"Our main thing is 10 see what young people can write, then we'll go forward from there," Stephney said .

Radio production sequence coordinator in the Schoo l of
Communications, Dr. Richard Barlow, said Chris Rock and his HBO affiliates will provide the funds needed to produce the magazine. Barlow is
hopeful that more comedic ventures for HU will grow out of the proposed
comedy magazine, perhaps involving his department of radio, 1elevision
and film.
"There may be a television sitcom in conjunction with WHUT," he said.
But the first priority is the magazine. Director of Alumni Affairs Nesta
Bernard said, "It has been slow getting siarted but they want 10 make sure
they put out a quality project."
Stephney said Rock expects the magazine to have a big following. "Chris
wants this to be very much like hip hop." S1cphney said. "We're creating

ednesday at the Tubman Quadrangle at 7 p.m. For more information coo
HUSA at 806-7007.

United States Commerce Secretary to Speak at H.U.
United States Commerce Secretary Bill Daley will address the Howard Univcisi
mmunity on trade missions to Africa at 11: IOon Wednesday. The event wiJ
held in the auditorium of the School of Business. The Ralph J. BWlChc Cent
or International Affairs will host the event.

HUSA Holds Open House.to Meet and Greet Leaders
HUSA will host an open house io the Hilltop Lounge on Tuesday at 5 p.
tudents can meet the HUSA presidem. Vice Pre.-ident and staff. For more infor
lion call HUSA at 806-6866.

a culture."

A name for the publication hasn't been establ ished yet but Stephney said
he's looki_ng for something funny.

--Compiled by staff writer Jason T. Smith. Campus Brie

viii nm i11 the Campus sectio11 of The Hilltop eac/r week and must be fi
later than 5 p.m. Monday. 11,e Hilltop's fax 1111mber is 202-806-4758.
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CAMPUS
New Smiles, New Faces in the Office of Student Affairs
By RAFIA H DAVIS
Hilltop Stoff Writer

Looking for the Interim Vice President of Student Affairs, the best
way to find Raymond Archer is to
hang out in the Blackbum Center.
Although, his interim position calls
to move his office from the Blackbum Center into an office in the
' Administration Building, he can
still be found walking through the
yard or eating in the cafc.teria.
"I have to go over to Blackbum to
get juiced up by the students," he
said.
When the former Vice President
of Student Affairs at Howard Uni. versity, Steve Favors, decided to
go to Grambling State University,
a ripple started that affected the
entire administration. The vacant
office of the vice president had to
· be filled. Archer was appointed
Interim Vice President which left a
vacancy in the office of the Dean
for Student Activities. Belinda
Lightfoot-Watkins was appointed
· Acting Dean, but that left a need for
Director of Student Activities.
And so on and so on.. .
All of this mix-up has resulted in

a

new faces in .the Office of Student
Activities as well as other offices.
•we needed people who could
relate to the students and also keep
it real." said Acting Dean Light~
foot-Watkins when speaking of the
numerous po;ition shifts.
Archer believed that the position
shifts were all necessary. •1 firmly
believe we needed to fill all those
vacancies," he said. "What we do
requires people. Computers cannot
do the job. Computers cannot
adv)se students." As lnterim Vice
President, Archer's job description
has changed and does not involve
interacting with students like he
did when he was dean.
"The issues that I deal with arc
broader, and I spend more time
interfacing with my colleagues,"
he said.
Archer also has a greater area of
responsibilities. He is now over
housing, athletics, counseling
career services and disciplinary
mailers. He reali.zes that with so
much responsibility it is easy to
get bogged down with reports and
evaluations.
"You have to go outside and have
informal dialogue with the people
you serve," Archer said.

With regard to the position shifts,
Archer said students should expect
changes. As he put it, "The division
will be different because the leadership is different."
He did stress that he plans to continue the ·traditions of the former
vice president. One of which was
making sure that student concerns
were met.
"I abhor the nm-around," Archer
said. He expressed that he expected most problems to be handled at
the dean and director level. He did
not want too many issues to make
it all the way to his office.
Terence Samuels. Acting Director
of Student Activities had the same
sentiments.
"I want to maintain the strengths
of the office, to be there for the students and organizations as an adviser and a resource person," he said.
Samuels also made a goal to avoid
the issues that student organizations had last year when programs
were canceled due to explicit content. He said: •we want to provide
students the opportunity to put as
many programs within the policies
and procedures of the University
without destroying the integrity on
the program."

Archer's goal of the year is to
address concerns before they
become issues. To accomplish this
and improve the communication
with students his office will hold
breakfast meetings, town hall meetings and a retreat each semester.
' We respect the opinions of the
students and hope that is mutual.•
he said.
Many of the position changes are
expected to be temporary, just for
the year. The University has fanned
a commi11ee to look for a new Vice
President of Student Affairs. The
commi1tce wi ll not be considering
Archer for the position.
Besides simply shifting positions,
new additions to the staff have been
made in the department. Vickie
Suggs joined the staff as Assistant
Director of Student Activities, Dr.
Franklin Chambers accepted a position as the Associate Director of
Student Activities, and Rev. Daniel
Goodman assumes the role of
Assistant Dean for Student Life.

~

\
Hilltop Staff/Edouard Lencus
a recent reception interim vice president for student affairs Raymond
Archer chats with graduate Trustee Randy Short.
At

PLAN.from Al

Powell Chats with Students on the Yard
By QUARMOTI JACKSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
The "Yard" became the site for
an impromptu meeting between
students and Retired General
Colin L. Powell, also a Howard
University Trustee. A crowd gathered and surrounded Powell under
a sycamore tree between Douglas
Hall and the Fine Arts bui lding.
Powell responded to students'
questions and concerns with a can
of Coca-Cola in his hand, sto)lping to sip from his straw 10 listen.
"His focus was listening more
than talking," said Rob Hall.
j un ior in ternational business
major.
Most questions addressed recent
and desired changes to the University's structure. A que ry
regardi ng the controversial decision to merge the School of Arts
and Sciences and the College of
Fine Arts in 1997 was posed to
the trustee.
: "Congress may cut Howard Uni: versity's fund ing," Powell said.

'To maintain federal funding the
college size had to be adjusted to
match the student body size.•
Students listened to his statements then iss ued complaints
about registration."
"The financial process of registration is difficult," said Darnel
Moore, senior political science
major. "Howard 's ill-organized
computer systems are not centralized, so financial aid and student accounts don' t share records.
Attendants are often rude and
angry. Students and the administration don' t talk well abou t problems," Moore sa id. "There is a
generation gap.•
"I'm not coming back here,"
Powell responded jokingly. "You
guys called me old."
The crowd of students laughed,
as others stood on their toes on the
fringes trying to hear what was so
funny.
"Gen. Powell was serious about
improving university services."
Moore said. Unfortunately, it
proves my po int that upper
administrators are often more
responsive than some mid- and

lower-level administrators .
Students often speak 10 upper-level
administrators, but often have to
return to the lower level adding 10
'the red tape'.•
Just as Powell wrapped up his discussion, President Swygert arrived.
"It is good for trusrces to have direct
contact with the student body."
Swygert said. "Expect more

'

'
MARCHES, from A I
Atlanta , partly because of a
' stronger theme and lack of communication from N. Y. organizers.
•we were never approached by
organizers from the N.Y. March,"
Welch said. "We have been working with Atlanta organizers since
spring.'

...

Some students from the University of Maryland, the University of
the District of Columbia, and
George Washingtcn University wiU
be traveling with HUSA to the
march.
The Million You th March in
Atlanta will be four days in length.
The movement will include a panel
discussion, worship service, a town
hall meeting and entertainment

-

•

from special guests.
According to Dennis Rogers.
National Chairman of the Million
Youth Movement, "The event will
he panemed after the October 1995
Million Man March . This is a continuation of a movement ".
The march is supported by the
NAACP, Jesse Jackson's Rainbow
- PUSH Coalit ion and the Coalition
of the Black Trade Unionist.

-

-

-

-

trustees on campus this year."
"More trustees need to be accessible," Moore said. "Students need to
be connected to the people who
control their academic future."
Powell said he looked forward to
imeracting with more students in
the future in a casual or an organized forum.

The Mi Ilion Youth Movement's
agenda addresses five major areas
that will spread over a IO year
stance: spirituality, policy, social
awareness, economics and education . The 10-year agenda was
deve loped with the input from
youth.
Jonathan Hullo, Howard's undergraduate trustee, is a supporter of

documents. After that date, the record was closed.
Tony Norman, chairperson of the Howard University Community Commillee, said he found the action "shocking.•
"They agreed at the hearing [on July 15J to meet the community conditions," Norman said. • After the fact. they go and change themselves," he
said, adding that the community was an avid supporter of the plan, but
that the University's actions were "unnecessary."
With Wednesday's approval of the plan, including the advisory council
as a new provision, observers said it is unlikely that this situation should
arise again.
' Not following through with the Council. the University could be looking at legal issues," Norman said.
HUSA president Neville Welch said he is happy with the passage of the
Campus Plan, and supports the community in their pursuit of the council.
"It was a victory for the students, the University, and tl1e community."
Welch said. 'I'm tOtally happy to see the establishment of an Advisory
Council."
Jonathan Hutto, advisory neighborhood commissioner\ B06, said the differences tension between Howard and rhc Community will be quelled over
time.
"This is one of the best Campus Plans the University has ever produced,"
Huno said. "The fundamental disagreements that the Universi ty has with
the stockholders will be worked out in the future through meetings, discussions, and constant communication."
According to Hazel Edwards. the special assistant for campus planning
and development, said the plan with the conditions of the BZA will continue as scheduled.
"The first project is the Health Sciences Library." Edwards said. ·'It is
one of the two new constn1ction projects that will need to be presented to
the community and the BZA again." The Interd isciplinary Sciences Center is the other new construction project .

both the Movement and the March
and believes both have the potential
for positive outcomes.
"Overall, I wish both marches the
best success: Hullo said . "H istorically, the students and the youth
have played the part of the catalyst
a.nd the spark that sets into motion
mass organization, mobilization
and education for the masses of
our people."

However. Huno advises a11endees
of the March in ·New York to be
cautious.

"l would issue a strong warning
for those traveling to New York. In
Atlanta the Mayor, City Council
and city leadership has welcomed
the youth," Huno said. • In New
York there is hostility in the air."

-
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The Undergraduate Student Assembly s
A welcom·es··ALL STUDENTS for the 1998-1999 A
• .,school year. Thank you for making our first •
U program~The Block Party- a great success. ·. · U
: Please continue to participate and enjoy future :
A programs that will be sponsored by us.
A
.
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The 1998-1999 Executive Staff

s

s

A
.

A

.

• · ·Coordinator
u Vice~Coordinator
G Financial Advisor
s PrQgram~ Director
l
Public Relations Director
•
Grievance Director

u
G
s

Jonelle Lewis
Charlice Noble
Roderic.kThompson
Channing Hawkins
Kendra Sheppard
Rudyard Hilliard

•

u
G
S
A
•

u
G
s

Your help is greatly needed. Open
A positions include Administrative Assistant,
• Public Service Director, Historian, and .· .

A

•

s Welcome! Sign up in Blackburn Rm.108~110. s

A·
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.

.

http://www.howard.edu/studentactivitiespages/ugsa.htm
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The biggest name in professional services is now, well, the biggest name in professional services .

•

You showed them _
w hat you w ere made of at Howard. Now show the world.

A SSURANCE
AND BUSINESS
A DVISORY SERVICES

TAX

&

LEGAL

SERVICES

M ANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL A DVISORY

G LOBAL

BUSINESS PROCESS

C ONSULTING

SERVICES

HR

O UTSOURCING

SERVICES

SO LUTIONS

Visit our web site and find out how you can shape the future.

www.pwcglobal.com
Pricew<11erhouseCoopers is an equal opportunity employer.

C ' 998 Pticew,1terhovseCoope11 LLP. Pria:w,1terbo"seCoopers rclers to 1he U.S. <X8,miz~1tion of Pdcew,lll'ffiOu!,{.-0,,opers Uf' J1)(/ otl'K't mcY1tl>t¥S of 111'? worlclwkle Pricew,uerhouscCooperi. ors,mil.llH.m.
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Attention Al-......ni, Fa ·1y & Friends
'Iravel & Lodging Info--ation
"1.✓••

,~~

HOTEL

p~o~\t...

Travel accessories and·
back packs sold here!
European railpasses and
international student ID card
issued on the spot!

WASIIlNGTON PLAZA

(800) 424-1140

RSVP CODE: 7237

GRANDHYATT

(800) 233-1234

RSVP CODE: Howard University
Homecoming

HOLIDAY INN-Silver Spring (800) Holiday

[11111
Travel ----.~.
CIEE: Council on International

RSVP CODE: Howard University
Homecoming

CAR RENTAL

BUDGET
HERTZ
ENTERPRISE

(800) 358-2335 RSVP CODE: V350721
(800) 654-2240 RSVP eODE: 49080
(800) Rent-a-Car RSVP CODE: W10923

AIRLINE

CONTINENTAL
TWA

(800) 468-7022
(800) 325-4933

RSVP CODE: NWRMY5
RSVP CODE: Vl6497

Educational Exchange

3301 M St., N.W.
Washington

For rrwre info: Homecoming 1998, Blackburn Ctr. Ste. 116

{202) 337-6464

(202) 806-4510 (v)

(202) 806-5427 (f)

www.counciltravel.com
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The Urildergraduate Student Assembly Presents
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Positions Available
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Administrative Assistant
Public Service Director
Volunteer Coordinator
Historian

-

A

-

A

-

u
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Applications are DUE
Tuesday, September 8, 1998 at 5:00PM
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For more information, contact Jonelle Lewis
in the UGSA office Blackburn Rm. 108/,11 0
(202) 806-4143/4144
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100 FREE minutes. And just 10¢ a minute to anywhere in the U.S.
Kinda makes it hard to keep quiet.

~

Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first 100 minutes are FREE.*

Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you. -

AT&T One Rate®Plus: 10¢ a minute - one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls
you dial from h<;>me. Whoever. Whenever. Wherever you call in the U.S. And just
a $4.95 monthly fee.

AT&T One Rate®Off Peak: 10¢ a minut e on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls
from home from 7pm - 7am and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all other t imes.
And there's no monthly fee.*

Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE.

Call I 800 654.-0471
and mention offer code 59917
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's all within your
• Terms •l'ld cO')(li\ions apply. free mW'lute,s pt0motion applies to ftrst fuU tnot\thly bill UnuJed

minutes cannot be c ~ over.Offer expirn 10/15/98 Offer based on choi<e of AT&T OntRate Plus or AT&T One Rate Off Pea\ Plan. Plans sul>Ject to b1lhng ava11ab1lity. ln,n1te rates vary.

S3 ~

thly minimum u~ge app!ie1 to One Rate Off Peak Plan. CIII r«<1et1il~ i01998AT&T

reac h.*

AT&T
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Founded in 1924

STEVEN M. GRAY, Editor-in-Chief

BRIAN J. COX, Senior Editorial Editor

RO(JJIELL A. BISHOP, Managing Editor

KEENAN SUARES, Managing Editor

--

RYAN RICHARDSON, Deputy Managing Editor
"The most potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed."-· Steve Biko

I

•

Innocents Lost
e should have seen it coming. On Monday of
this week, North Korea conducted a "test
launch" of iis experimental Taepo-Dong 1 ballistic missile, crossing between northwestern Japan and
Russia and finally crashing into the Sea of Japan.Foreign
policy mavens adopted a now-tired pose of nonchalance,
saying the move came as no real surprise. Earlier this
montfi, North Korea's foreign ministry spokesman foreshadowed the coming display of force by saying that unless
lhe U.S. lifts iis economic sanctions, North Korea may be
forced to talcc an "undesirable option."
The launch couldn't have come at a more unfavorable
time for North Korea's standing in the world community,
even as it was in lhe midst of talks wilh lhe U.S. concerning lhe possible donation of two civilian nuclear reactors
in exchange for its suspension of its atomic weapon projects. Surely, lhc onus for North Korea's ill-adviseo acnons
must be on !heir de facto leader, Kim Jung-ii, for putting
that exchange into jeopardy. But punishing an entire
nation held captive to an oppressive government is utterly wrongheaded, and not llie way 10 liring justice to North
Korea's 22 million citizens.
l\vo famines-one created by world superpowers like the
U.S, the olher one an unfortunate circumstance of nature-have combined to force North Korea's figurative back to
lhe wall. The country has been hit by floods, landslides,
\idal waves, and hiJ!h winds, further creating a need for a
substantial reliefefrort for the millions who go without food
daily. The IRPC, the global Red Cross body, already con-

W

1

his Labor Day weekend will bring football games,
outdoor cookouis, and end-of-summer fun for college studenlS nationwide. But for progressivelyminded black and latino youth across the country, their
thoughlS are !rained on attending the Million YouthMarch
in New York City tomotTOw, or the Million Youth Movement in Atlanta, to be held throu!lhout the weekend. Like
the Million Man March of I995" and last year's Million
Woman Mareh, both of this year's demonstrations are
aimed al mobilizing black people to talce conlIOl of their
lives, this time spec1fically geared to the issues of young
black people. Bui unlike those two gatherings of the past,
the Million Youth March and the Million Youth Movement
are significantl~ hamsl!Ung by a dearth of information,
which doesn·15end weU for the eventual outcome of
eilher march.
ile the fact that the marches' efforts at
mobilization coul use some improvement, we urge youth
10 attend the march of their choice with a s~ific mission,
and to come back with a plan beyondsporung t•shirlS say-

T

I

finned official reports fro~ Pyongyang that heavy rain
and winds have decimated srapfo crops like rice an
maize, reducing their yields by up to 60 _percent. Repo
of widespread malnutrition and starvatton come out o
North Korea almost daily, where as many as one in fiv
1.00){5
children are maloourished.
Iraqi Health Minister, Umeed Madhul Mubarak re
that nearly 1.4millionlraqidealhsasaresultofthe 8-year
/1~
old United Nations trade embargo. Of course, we can con
sider the source, that cronies of Saddam Hussein's aren'
exactly dissemina1ors of truth all the time. But we see th
photos of wide-eyed children with distended bellies, ri
i
poking through their thin skin and cannot stand still whil
•
t
the Uruted Stales is complicit in bringing about !heirdealhs
•
To continue economic sanctions against "rogue nations'J_ _ _ _ _ _ _.u.,_ _,_1,..1,..:.....;=...1--.U.-.l..._;...__...i.;.L..._ _ _41.._ _ _ _ _~
like North Korea and Iraq is to perpetuate genocide. Th
United Nations has appealed for some $126 million·
emergency food, agricultural and health assistance 10
sent to North Korea. The United States' paltry $JO mil
lionaid ~kageisbutasymbolicempty gesture. U.S. Con
~man Tony Hall (D.Ohio), recently returned to Amer
tea from his North korean excursion, issuing a tellin
assessment of the effect of that country's famine and th
United States' role in it stating: "You look a1lhe soldie
THE
and their uniforms don't fit. ..Eveiyone is sys(cmaticall
starving together."
The inhumanity of the economic embatgo must stop now
lest we leave isolated nations with little recourse but to tak
military action.

e,aoo
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Letters tO the Ed•t
I or

THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspa~
'
per, encourages you to share your opinions and ideas.
HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed to the Senior Edi~
torial Editor in response to materials published in the newspa.:
per. The Senior Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit letterJ
for space and style. All letters and commentaries must be ~
and signed with full addresses and telephone numbers. !

A Tale of Two Marches

'

I•

ing, "I was there.'' But we do applaud the ~ I S nature
of the Atlanta march, for IIUe leaoership will originate from
the grassroolS, and not from the top down. Dbvio.usly,
black youth must begin networking somewhere, and mass
assemblies like the two weekend marches are good starting f.Oints, regardless of who organizes them. What we
don t wish to see is just another day-Jong congregation of
people, who, after much kumbayah•ing and oanner wavmg, return to their respective commuruties and live their
lives as if nothing had ever happened. Instead, we need a
sustained effort auned toward achieving economic justice
and human rights for all. A study comissioned by the Children's Defense Fund found that 68% of America's children in poveny are Black or Hispanic, a statistic that, by
itself, should rouse us to action. True, we cannot simply
march away poverty, racism, or any other social maladies.
Bui we can effect positive change in our lives and in our
own communities. No number of marches or motivational
speakers can move us to action the way our own resolve

can.

The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are theviews of
THE IIlLLTOP Editorial Board and do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of Howard University, its administration, individual
HILLTOP Board members, or the student body.
Please, address letters and commentaries.to:
Senior Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
:Z251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
or via email at
thehilltop@hotJnail.com
I

THE MISSION STATEMENT

l)
I

'

Produced entirely by the studems it serves, THE HILLTOP is the newspaper of,
record/or the Howard University community. Within its pages, our readers will witness,
objective reporting and stories from a uniquely African-American perspective a t the pre{
miere historically Black university in the world. We proudly continue a tradition of excel4
fence, for our readers and our distinguished legacy deserve nothing less.

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK
aking the transitjon from convenient preprepared meal plans 10 the messy, potentially fire-starting enterprisequaintly known
as Cooking For Oneself can be a traumatic experience.
No, I don't expect that anyone is suffering through the
tremors and shakes of cafeteria withdrawal, (Just one
more bowl of gruel, Mister cafeteria worker, sir. JUST
ONE MORE BOWL!!!) but this business of figuring
out what to eat, every day, or risk a fate worse than
death (read: Burger King french fries) isn't for the faint
of heart. I mean, I've been known to bum boiling water
and tum the (allegedly) simple task of toasting pop-tarts
into an apartment-evacuating exercise. Luckily, my two
roommates, BJ. and Rob, are culinary wunderkinds,
masters of that room--what's it called again?--where
we keep the stove and that big, white box that makes
food colder. Give them some grisly, mangled roadkill

M

and an hour; they'll make it taste like filet mignon.
Business majors both, I sometimes wonder if they
secretly take night classes at the Culinary Institute of
America.
Monday night, 1 in the morning: Rob and B.J.' arein
the kitchen whipping up beef pastrami, garlic bread,
and baked potatoes with cheese. Rob is near the stove
tending to something and sweating like an unfortunate
alleycat that made a wrong tum at Howard China. "For
dessert, we're having glazed bananas with ice cream,"
he says with a Cheshire cat grin. I grin back and help
set the table. B.J. delivers a vase brimming with carnations for a centerpiece. We eat ravenously, like three
Mike Tysons dining on a platterofEvander Holyfield's
ears. "Yes:• I think to myself, growing stea'tlily drunk
with food, mouth stuffed with pastrami. "Tonight, the
dishes are on me!'
--Brian J. Cox
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THE AD POLICY

THE HU ,T rrop
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THE HILLTOP's deadline for advertisements is the Friday before publication. We require seven days prior notice.
A 15-percent design fee will be charged
to all accounts submitting non-camera
ready artwork and requests for specific
•
placement on a page.

J ason TS mith, Camp11s Editor
Aprill 0, Turner, Campus Editor

money orders and cash. Classified, campus and local advertisers must remit
payment upon placement of the order.
THE HILLTOP has the right to refuse
any advertisement. P lease ca ll
202.806.6866 for rates.
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PERSPECTIVES

Elizabeth Circo

Comon Sense:
Less is Just Less
· s

itting outside 1he Howard
Metro Slop: "You know what
D.C. style I just haler' asked
one of my fashion-conscious friends as
she walched a D.C. native walk--Or
shall I say, shimmy-past ''Those
tildil-(expl.etive)jeans lbat seem painleil on. I mean, bow do 1hey gel {hem
on?"
..Umi" I ventured, "I think they're
made wilh lycra."
"Yeah, but ..how do Ibey gel them
off? And why would they wa111 10 pul
lhem on in lhe firsl place? I mean, I
unders1and !hat's lhe fashion, here and
all, but even iflheyjust wear lhosejeans
for fashion.. .lhatjus1isn't heallhy."
Excuse me?
"You got to let yoursruff.. .breathe.
I mean, lhey should put a warning on
lhose things. 'Caubon: May Cause
Yeast Infection.'"
Sining on lhe steps of Founder's
Library:
"What does she have on?"

screeched anolher friend as a-shall we
say-"generously proporlioned"
younglady(ifyouwant tocall herlbat)
flounced past in cuffed pedal pusher
jeans and a neon green hafter top. It was
an interesting fashion choice, considering what she had 10 work withnamely. fat rolls. "l would never wear
lhat;' said my friend emphatically. She
herself being "generously proportioned:' she felt entirely justified to
criticiu. "She should be aware of lhe
viewing public.''
The guy on the olher side of her, a
stranger, chuckled. "I mean, do you
think !hat's anractive?" she asked (of
lhe world. it seemed), and he laughed
harder. "She's all hanging out and her
rolls are jiggling all over 1be Rlace..."
He nodded in agreement. 'I mean,
ewww," she finished disgustedly.

"Uhn-uhn. That's just nasty," said
anolher female of my acquaintance.
I rumed around. ''What?"
'That girl is too big to be going
wilhout a bra. Those lhings are jus1
swinginj: all over lhe place. Uhn-uhn."
The girl mquestion-yes; quite a bus1y
lass-was walking around in a seelhrough filmy white thing, mid-riffed,
wilh a lovelycrotch-lenglh skin (or was
ii a Kleenex?) and high-heeled boots .
Her chesl was thrust out so far I feared
lhat her back: would go out on ber.
"Just look at her. Headlights and
all. Oh, lcan'twa1ch."My friend turned
her back 10 lhe offending female and
whis~.n>n, "Put a bra on, for God's

sake.r.-·--

Consensus:
Girlfriend, we do not need to see
all of lhat. Anractiveness is more lhan
a swalh of naked skin, pul on display
for- well,forwhat,ex.acuy?Fashion'?
Aneotion?. . .Sex?
Seriously, for what reason does
ANYBODY need to cut off lheir circulation wilha pair ofjeans? And why,
for the love of God, would anyone
want 10 display their fiu rolls? And-speaking purely from experience, you
understan~oesn't it bun to wal)c
braless up and down stairs, up and
down hills, up and down Georgia Ave.?
Who was it that said. "Less is
More?"
Whoever i1 wa~. they haven't visited Howard University, at least no1
recently.
Here, Less is just Less.
The wricrr it a M'lhonroa· doubfc rzrqj◊r
,'ng i11 philo.w1>hy a~d political scie,t(e. 17,e

o,ie time she tn'ed 011 a pair of •D.C. fycro
jeans,"' it took a wuk ofs1ar\.'ation. a sream
111'1chine. 011dfinally. a huge pair of scissors
to get them off. Plet,se e-nw,il

>"'"' c,pinio11s

10 edrro@hontmi.ed11 or set1d a Inter to the
edi,or.

Sitting outside lhe Towers in lhe
steamy evening:

As' ad Abukhalil ·

Deception, Flattery, Entertaimnent

Kamal Shaw

In Defense of
Mr.Clinton
elieve it or not, the events
occurring at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW have se-rious
and far reaching consequences for lhe
en1ire nation and subsequen1ly, lhe
black community. Bill Clinton is generally regarded as a suppor1er of
,'\frican-American interes1s having
nominated a black Surgeon General
(David Satcher), several black Cabinet
members and supported legislation aiding lhe black populace. This is one of
•lhe many reasons why 1heGOPand lhe
conservative c:u1se feel lhey have reason 10 impede his administration. His
character was in question, largely from
lhe right, from lhe time he was a Democratic candidate in lhe 1992 Presidential election. Now. lhe right has ample
kindling for lhe fire because he commined adultery with a woman roughly
halfhis age. Once lhe news was out, the
sharks smelled blood in lhe water. Over
tne last several months, we have seen
lhe political ~ uivalent of a lynching.
Yes. what Bill Clinton did is wrong.
He embarrassed not only himself; he
embarrassed his wife, his daughter, his
whole administration and, ultimately,
this nation before lheeyes of the world.
In some pans of this planet. lhe U.S. is
seen as morally corrupt -·and it is. Still,
last week, a Pakistani anti-American
protester said something 10 the effec1
lhat how could anyone trust Clinton if
he would lie to his whole family and lhe
world? Personally, if I were Clinton, I
would have already resigned myself to
a mora1orium on politically damaging
rurpirude. When someone campaigns
for President, every iota of his life is
under close scrutiny.
However, what lhe Republican Party
has done is far worse. Daily, lhey kepi
up lhe assault on one man's character m
lhe media. They let lheir rancor saturate
their ubiquilous navy blazers. The evidence: Ken Starr. It is true that lhe lndependelll Counsel was originallr, commissioned to find 'imi>ropriety' in lhe
Whitewater investigauon. When Starr
could not find anything substantial
enough to in1plicate Clinton, he extended lhe scope of lhe original investiga-

B

tion from Whitewater, to "Travelgate,"

lhen to the man's sex life. In order to
accomplish lhe GOP's objective, he had
to ask lhe Supreme Coun 10 change lhe
rules. He wanted to destroy lhe clientanomey privilei:e for all time just 1owin
himself a heanng, 001 even a trial. In
effec1. Starr spe111 tens of millions of
dollars (some of which could have been
allocated for scholarships) 10 sifting

A

1.hrough the man's trash.
Imagine someone spending four
years and 40 million of your dollars
only 10 nit-pick about your love life. The
above shows how the Independent
Counsel is an extended and costly fabrication.
I look in recent and past history and
realize this controversy fueled by a lot
hypocrisy and ignorance on lhe
of
lhe GOP. Take a look at Clinton s enemies. For lhe most pan, lhesc are men
who are routinely bought by businessmen to suppon silliness like
$100,000 s1udies on tomato paste viscosity. During Clinton's visi1to China.
lhe GOP broke a tradition of non-criti•
cism of lhe President while overseas.
They found lime 10 lambas1e him from
twelve time zones away. And the
Republican belief that Clmton will go
down as one of lhe worst Presidents is
already wrong. Warren Harding, was
probably one of the most morally deficient Presidents in this republic's his10ry. He caroused with women half his
age. dcspi1e marriage. Harding drank
and held wild parties during Prohibition.
Even Harding's death was dubious, he
died in office suspected of suicide and
foul play on lhe pan of his wife. My personal vote for lhe most conupt President
is George Bush. AsdirectoroflheCIA,
he oversaw lhe distribution of drugs into
1he black community, a story lhe media
needs to cover more lhan this circus.
Bush, more lhan Clinton. needs to beon
trial.
What does all lhis really mean to us?
The Republican Party is gunning to
reverse Clinton's agenda and ultimately lhe few gains tbe black populace
made in this country. I have a suggestion: let's se1up an Independent Counsel to investii:a1e lhe GOP and let's see
what lhjY dig up. I bet Ibey will not
come u empty-handed.

ran
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new dictum in American
presidemial politics is
emerging: when in trouble.
bomb Iraq or some olher Muslim
country.
As President Clinton was facing lhe
most serious crisis to befall his administration. he suddenly discovered 1he
dangers and perils of international 1errorism. This knowledge was precipitous and required immediate action.
despile his own admission that the target oflhese bombs. Osama bin Laden.
nas been involved in anti-American
acts before.
Clinton claims 1hat lhe bombing
was a punishment for previous bombing in Kenya and T.,nzania. But apart
. from med,a leaks by lhe Amencan
intelligence communi1y, how do
Americans know Osama bin Laden
was responsible? And what would
Americans think if lhey learned lhat
this very same bin Laden was but a
creature oflhe CIA, which lraioed him
and bis followers when lhey fought
America's war against lhe Soviets in
Afghanistan?
Afghanislfill has experienoed continuous bloodshed and des1ruction
since lhe wilhdrawal ofSoviet troops.
America bears much of lhe blame for
its plight. The Talibian movement is
lhe di reel by product of America· s
sponsorship and financing of lhe most

obscurantism and react ionary of
movement in lhe world of fundamental Islam. The American government
was far from discriminating in its partners during lhe Cold War--all an1iSovie1 reactionaries were welcome 10
U.S.aid.
Terrorists. Cli111on told Americans.
hate America simply because it's a
free and open country. Denmark is
also free and open. bu1 Clin1on cannot
explain why Denmark does not suffer
from lhe scourge of intemation terrorism. It is not our democracy. such
as it is. thai angers people around lhe
world. It is our foreign policy lha1they
hate.
Enemies of the U.S. haveifseitimaie
grievances: 1he utter disre
for lhe
plight of Afghanistan an its peoJ?le
once the Cold War was over: contm•
ued U.S. sup).>Ort of lhe mos1intransigent oflsraeh governments; lhe intervention by the IMF and lhe World
Bank in the internal affairs of foreign
governments in order 10 open other
countries 10 lhe exploitative control of
American-led multi-national corporations; American support for oepressive governments in Saudi Arabia and
olher places; lhe prejudicial rhetoric in
lhe U.S. Congress against Arabs and
Muslims; and, very urgently. lhe primarily American responsibility for
lhe prolonged suffering of the Iraqi
people in the wake of lhe Gulf War.
These are serious poli1ical issues

lhat are discussed by Muslin1s and
Arabs world,vide. It 1s highly decep•
1ive 10 claim lhat Muslims and Arabs
are angry because of America's freedom and pursuit of human rights.
This is no1 10 say lhat terrorism is
not real: wilness lhedailydealh toll in
Iraq from U.S. sanctions as well as
from 1he rece111 bombings in Kenya
and Tru1zania. But the U.S. is hardly
the party to fight intemation terrorism.
This in 1he same government that
recently stood alone agains1 the banning of land mines and the creation of
a world court against genocide.
IfAmerica really w·.irits to serve lhe
cause of fighting 1errorism. ii should
allow the international community to
devise workable procedures 10 deal
wilh crisis situations. The American
government that acted as if its verbal
apology sufficed to justify inaction as
some 800.000 people were slaughted
in Rwanda lacks international moral
credibility.
Arabs and Muslims around the
world would bejustified in wondering
about theex1e111 to which the ''Wag lhe
Dog" syndrome affected lhe Ameri•
cru1 decisions 10 bomb Muslim coun•
tries far from U.S. shores. After all.
Iraqi TY has more lhan once aired
pirated copies of that movie 10 underline 1he person reasons behind Amer·
ica·s employment of violence. The
rail-around-the-flag phenomenon is
now well documented by ex.pens in

American polilical behavior: when an
international crisis involving America
occurs. and the President takes decisive action. no mailer how foolish.
lhere is a sudden and often remarl(able
boost in 1he President"s approval rat•
ings.
So Clinton will now finally be
allowed to enjoy hi.s vacation while lhe
short ,mention span of the American
media shifts to the favorable coverage
of the re.suits of the American bombings. American viewers wi ll be
repeatedly assured lhat the factories
that were bombed had some sinister
purposes even if lhey produced milJc
or medicine, and that innocent victims
should not be blnmed on the U.S. but
on Saddam Hussein or bin Laden or
any olher Muslim on whose doorslep
the U.S. government can lay whatever evil i1 wishes.
Meanwhile lhe American pubijc
continues tonap,aswe·refed wnat C.
Wright Mills calls lhe essential roots
of AmcricM domestic politics: deception, flattery, and entertainment.

As ·,ul Abuk/Jalil is ass«iatt pmjtJSOr of
1Jt>li1in1I sc-lr1f(.·e ,,, Califomi" State U11fr('r•
si~·. Sumisltms mu/ Rrsfarrlr Ft/low al tire
Cemer for Middle Et.wt m Studies lit U11i-

\'f't# ty ofCalifomia. Brrl:.t ley~

Brandi Forte

.Miseducation

I

n a world of superficiality like hair
weaves, fake nails and cliche anitudes, young black women on
Howard's campus find 1hemselves
thirsting for lhe trulh. \Vbile freshmen
come into their womanhood they are
greeted by long registration lines, _super
seruors, Georgia Avenue and a distorted image of Howard life.
In lhe midsl of lhe tunnoil of trying
to find oneself, Howard women become
prey 10 the drama tha1 I can anest ·to.
Upon my arrival 10 lhe Mecca, I was
conditioned 10 be a true Bison, and was
reared lhat it is your organization affil.
iation lhat separates the have and lhe
have nots. Whelher or not your in lhe
School of Business, a Campus Pal. a
pan of Greek Life, or lhe aeslhetically
beautiful sista who is in every fashion
show, like many sistas, I too got caught

uf in lhe politics of being a professiona superficialist.
In my search for identity, I found 1ha1
superficiality is one of lhe deadliest
sins, and one of the No. I reasons why
sistas on campus continue 10 ego trip.
It is a simple ' hello' lhat we miss when
we continue to defame one ru101her
about whal girlfriend over lhere is wearing, and why brolha man should pick
you over her. It is this epidemic called
'ego-trippin' lhat is slowly but surely
ea11ng up lhecomradaderie that Howard
sista~ should share. Some-times I wonder why sistas who wear lheir manes
natural consistently knock sis1as who
wear !heir hair processed, a~ if revolu•
tionary instincts only lie in kinks and
natural curls. Many sistas like myself
who have lheprivilege of wearing relaxers find lhal 11.is manageable, realistic
and versatile. It is not how you wear

your hair. it is what is inside your head
lhat makes you a infiltrator or an asse1
to lhe struggle. Howard women must
understand that whelher your a Jew or
Gen1ile. fake or real, honeycomb or
mahogany. we are black women in lhe
sight of lhe world, and in the sight of
America. A blind mru1 can see that
lherc is unnecessary tension that continues 10 divide and conquer sistas
because of mediocre differences that
West Indian slave master Willie Lynch
discussed in 1712 on lhe James River.
TI1e reality is tha1 your Versace or
Annani image will not give you a
degree, and neither will bougeroise pol·
i1ics. Fighting over the same brotha
who is bumping and grinding your
roommate or 1he girl next door will not
gel you val.idated. Ladies, let's break lhe
tradition of suP':rficiality and let some
other school pick up where we need to

depart.
Must we stay divided forever? "I
promise you lhat when lhe revolution
comes it ,vill not be 1elevised, it will not
be on-line, and it will not be on yourcel•
lular phone," but when 1he revolution
comes know that !he.re will be not a
house nigga or field nigga in sight--we
only have each olher.
.
Howard women realize lhat we are
the Mecca, and in us lies lhe instincl to
nurture lhe souls of lhe breed 1hat precedes. Whelher you're in the class of
1999 or 2002. open your eyes to reality, and know 1ha1 it won't bun 10 leave
superficiality behind 10 only be what
sometimes seenis difficult, yourself.

TJrt u·rlttr isajuniorbf0(1drr,s1 joumal,'sm
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· Howard Universi
· Homecoming
Fashion Show
Soleil

•

Representatives
·From
Top Agencies,
Magazines
and Designers
will be in
attendance.

When: Sept. 8, 1998 6pm
Where: Cramton Auditorium
Attire: (For Men) hard-sole-shoes
(F r Women).three-inch-heels
Cost: $3
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WHITE TAKES FLIGHT
Bison Quarterback Ted
White's Got the Whole
Team In His Hands
By KIMOTHY K. BROWN
Hillrop Srajf Writer

Hilltop Staff/Edouard Leneus

Volleyball Team
Builds Sisterhood
On, Off the Court.
By ADRIENNE TRICE
Hilltop Staff Writer

At first brush, Ted White looks like a slightly undersized Unebacker. But surprisingly, he's the quarterback
of the Howard University football team.
After three years on the Bison football team, White bas
tossed nearly 60 touchdown passes, and during the
team's 1996 championship season, he led the nation in
passing efficency.
During the three years of playing for Howard, White
tossed nearly 60 touchdown passes. During the championship season in 1996, he Jed the nation in passing efficiency. White's stats are not bis only attribute to the team.
He brings leadership, too.
''The other guys look up to me, so I have to set a good
example," White said.
During football games, one could sense the presence
of White's leadership.
In his early days as an athlete, White had to decide
whether to play football or basketball.
" I chose football over basketball because of my size"
said the 6-4, 220 pound White. "1 was much bigger than
everybody else."
Hailing from Glen Oaks High School in Baton Rouge,
La., White said his decision to attend Howard over
hometown Southern University was a fairly easy one.
"I thought that Howard would give me a chance of•
going to the pros. I looked at the career of Jay Walker
and the success he had,'' White said.
Walker is the star quarterback that preceded White:
Now, Walker plays for the NFL's Minnesota Vikings.
White is ofteo compared to Walker because of the his
leadership and strong arm.
However, there is a key difference between White and
Walker's arms. White's passes look as if they were shot
from a cannon or a grenade launcher.
The outlook looks positive for this season. Coming
away with a disappointing, 7-4 season and missing the
playoffs, the team is poised to win another national championship.
"We have a chance to win another national championship because we have an experienced offensive line
with guys who have played in college games before,"
White said.
White also wants to win the Mid Eastem Athletic Conference championship.
"When we won the national championship, we didn't
win the MEAC that year," White said. "That's something
we must do."
Howard's most competitive teams in the MEAC will
likely be Florida A&M University, Hampton University and South Carolina State University. White wants to
redeem himself from the loss to Hampton last season.
"Losing to Hampton was my worst memory as a football player, here, at Howard. It was the total opposite of
how I felt after beating Southern. When we beat Southem in the Heritage Bowl, I felt like I was in heaven. I
want to play them again," White said.

Howard University women's volleyball Head
Coach Linda Spencer said she believes in teamwork.
In the late 1980s she began V Phi V. Many of
Howard's students in the past two weeks have witnessed the volleyball quintuplets dressed in navy
Hilltop Staff/Edouard Leneus
shorts, white V-neck T-shirts and bandannas, haulBison quarterback Tod White's got the whole team in his bands.
ing bricks that represent the bond
between athletes that can't be broken. These five ladies were on line
for a total of JO days. This is not
considered an initiation process and
there is no hazing, but, instead, a
path to teamwork.
Coach Spencer said, "V Ph\ V
creates sisterhood, unity and teampionships, bt•t lost in thi first-round to West- 54 touchdowns and passed for more than
work on and off the court."
By ADRIENNE TRICE
ern Olinois 'Jniversity by a 3 1-24 score. 5,500 yards during bis career at Howard, is
Each season during a 10-day
Hillrop SrajJWriter
This season, the team has lost I4 of its one of eight returning starters this season.
process, the sophomores of the
starters, but have also gained several recruits
Tomorrow's game marks the first time the
team lead the new players, (usualOne year after the Howard University foot-, whom observers say are ripe with potential. team will play without MacArthur Johnson,
ly freshmen) through the bonding
ball team lost a crucial game to the Jackson
Spectators of tomorrow's game, which a 1998 Howard graduate who was drafted by
period. The women are required to
State Tigers, 35-33, the Bison, am1ed with a kicks off at Greene Stadium, will witness a the Baltimore Ravens.
learn the school song, the team
crop of freshmen recruits, are aiming to fierce battle between two AU American quarReplacing Johnson as wide receiver, several
prayer, the team oath and the hislaunch its season with a solid win against the terbacks, Howard's Ted White and Mark observers said they expect Marlon Ward, a
tory of the team.
Mississippi team tomorrow.
Washington of the Jackson State.
Howard University junior from Durham,
When the players first get on line
Last year, Jackson State coach James CarBoth players have been described as two of N.C., to become one of the top players on the
they are usually not enthused about
son led the team to a 9-3 overall season w)th the best quarterbacks at historically Black team.
the idea of dressing similar and
seven wins and one loss within the South- colleges.
Edward Hill, Jr., sports information direcparticipating in the ritual, but those
western Athletic Conference (SWAC).
1\vo years ago, White was named the 1996 tor, said that the offensive line is the key to
who have usually objected the most
The Tigers advanced to the National Col- Black College Player of the Year for 3rd the Bisons having a successful season.
are the same ladies who at the end
legiate Athletic Association's I-AA cham- Team Division I-AA. White, who has made
"The offensive line was young, and conhave appreciated it the most. The
time that the ladies spend on line
serves a greater purpose than memorizing oaths and songs, but building character. Those 10 days
.
team, Lew1.s has alreadyI recognized
strength
"I want to post a winning dual meet season
enhance self-confidence, self-01otiBy
ENJOLI
FRANCIS
among
his
team.
this year," Lewis said.
vation, team decision-making and
Hilltop Srajf Writer
"Unity,'' he began, "there's a core, strong
Although the swim team broke records
problem-solving abilities. The
nucleus
of returning students from the men's last year, he still wants to continue improvladies also accomplish a commuand women's programs." A nucleus, which ing the speed of his swimmers.
nity service project. While walking
In a large office that's shared by three other is being enhanced by a talented spoonful of
The new bead coach wants to improve the
in sync the ladies are also collectcoaches, Rory Lewis, the swirri team's new incoming freshmen and transfer students.
team's overall standing at the Southern States
ing donations that go to the Andrew
bead coach, sits.
During this year, the swimming and diving Championship, which is held at the end of
Rankin Memorial Chapel.
He has been at Howard University since team will welcome freshmen Jennifer Car- February.
Some may laugh and point at the
Aug. 2, but is not "officially settled in," he roll, a free-styler and butterflyer, and Charles
Rapping his knuckles on the stair's railing,
carrying of bricks by the ladies of
says
with an ironic laugh.
Washington, also a free-styler and butter- he "knocks on wood" in reference to the
the team, but in truth it isn't about
He has been busy.
flyer, both from Philadelphia, Pa.; freshman swimming pool being without water and
fun and games. This tradition is
"I've
been attending NCAA rules and reg- Alex Leon, a flyer and intermediate medley construction appears to still be underway;
not done to embarrass or humiliate
ulations workshops with the other coaches," from Orlando, Fla.; freshman Erin Hall, a · however, Lewis is not worried.
the athletes, but to welcome the
Lewis
said, stapling several forms together. backstroker and free-styler from IndianapoHe. bas a lot of experience as a swimmer
new comers to their new family.
''I've
also
been familiarizing myself with lis, Ind.; and Jennifer Uebelbcr, a transfer- and a coach. A Washington, D.C. native,
When a team is able to work togethprocedures ....and assisting students with ring diver from Colorado State University. Lewis started swimming at the age of seven,
er and help each other, success most
registration
and the process of clearing themWith new talent and the group of returning and he swam competitively for 17 years.
Ji](ely will be the outcome.
selves,'' he said.
swimmers, Lewis doesn' t hesitate to list
"I was high school AU-American, and AllEven though he hasn't met the entire swim goals for the year.
American in junior college," he said. After

.I

Bison Meet J;igers In Season Opener
tained a number of first-year players, who
sustaioed man injuries, casing a consistent
change of players on the line."
Several players said tomorrow's game will
be intense, because both teams are equallymatched.
'This game has no room for meotal error
for Howard," said defensive coord.inator
Rayford T. Petty.
Jackson State head coach Carson said
tomorrow's game will be his team's "biggest
test, and it's scary because all of the MEAC
[Mid-Eastern Ath.letic Conference] versus
SWAChype:•

New Swim Coach Brings a Wave of Confidence to Swim
finishing junior college Lewis continued as
a sprint free-styler at the University of Alabama.
In 1981 he obtained his first job as head
coach at the D.C. Department of Recreation
where be coached swimmers of various age
groups and experience. Although this is his
first job as head coach at a university, Lewis
feels confident that he is prepared.
He was referred to the job by fom1er head
coach of the swim team, E. Newton Jackson,
who was offered a job as a professor of sports
management at Florida State University.
Jackson knew Lewis as a swimmer, and
eventually they became good friends.
Despite his inexperience as bead coach at
a university, Lewis appears to have the dedication that will make this a successful year
for the swim team.
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SPO
WHITE.from Bl
~

While ha s many 01he r goals
~ beyond this upcoming season. He is
looking ahead Lo a possible career
in lhe NFL. Becoming another
black quarlerback in lhe NFL will
not go withoul scrutiny. Black quar1erbacks in the NFL have been characterized as. runners and scramblers ralher than pure passers.
While believes this charac1eriza1ion is wrong.
"If you look al Kardell Stewarl or
Steve McNair, they have abililies
beyond jusl running. When Kordell
Slewan firsl enlered lhe NFL, lhey
wanted him 10 play wide receiver.
Kordell S1ewar1 has never played
receiver before he was in the NFL,"
While said.
There will be several 1es1s !his
·' year, all s1arting wi1h Jackson Slate
'University on Sept. 5.

COMMENTARY ON VOLLEYBALL
.

By RHETT BUTLER
Hilltop Staff Writer ·

At firsl, the game seemed to have
promise.
During the warm-up exercises,
lhe Lady Bison volleyball learn ran
lh.rough drills. And by the game's
slarl, the passing and !'l)lurniog of
lhe game transformed the team into
a virlual mahogany machine.
Jusl before lhe game, lhe learn
huddled-up and was lead in prayer
by their coach and mentor, Linda
Spencer.

I

The game began. And Spencer
revved-up lhe 1eam's velerao players-oulside hiuers Chazara Clark
and Tara Egg.lesion, and middleblocker Rila Floyd-bu! that would
later change 10 1es1lhe ''chemistry"
of her team.
In lhe third of a five-game series,
lhe Lady Bison lost"their Tuesday
nigh! game againsl the George1own
Universily Hoyas.
In game ooe, lhe Lady Bison
showed their determinalion by
chasing volleys and blocking opponem's relurns. Their efforls quickly pul lhem on lhe board wilh five

•

•

points, bul the Hoyas kepi thetr
lead and won lhe sel wilh 15 poinls.
In game lwo, Georgetown poured
on lhe offense and defeose and kepi
the the Lady Bison scoreless during
the firsl period, winning lhe game
15-0.
The Hoyas, taking advanlage of
lhe visible lack of communication
between the Lady Bison's playersteammales not calling shots, and
bodies both going for the same volley-won lhe game.
Spencer, noling several causes for
the team's Tuesday nighl loss, said
the younger players will need more

I

I

lime 10 weave themselves into the
fabric of lhe learn. With veteran
players already accu~tomed lo each
other's performance and siyle, they
are faced wilh grooming their freshmen leammales.
For example, Spencer subsliluted
Nashunda Harper, a recent V Phi V
alumn, for star player Rila Ford. It
was a e-ombina1ion lhal was one of
lhe few thal worked well for the
coach. With more prac1ice of formations. adjustmenl lo new players,
and realizalion of the team's agenda for winning, the Lady Bison
should be ready 10 seize a champi-

onship.
"First game jiuers, I guess ...They
[the team] weren'l using whal we
practie-ed," Spencer said after the
game.
Overall, lhe Lady Bison have the
lalent, drive and love for their game
thal places them ahead of a lol of
their compelilors. Whal's left for
lhem 10 roaster revolves around
bui lding chemistry among 1eamma1es, and exci1emen1among spectators. Once the Lady Bison connect and become mahogany
machines, those season-openingji11ers won't afnicl them anymore.

I

To write Jor the Sports section
•

What's th~ coolest way
to waste $1,000?
"Gold teeth for me and Bella"
AndrewB.
Brooklyn NY

HOTEL

WASIIlNGTONPLAZA

(800)424-1140 RSVP CODE: 7237

GRANDHYATI

(800) 233-1234 RSVP CODE:Howard Univenity
Homecomm,

HOLIDAY INN-Silver Spring ~00) Holiday

CAR RENTAL BUDGET

ENTERPRISE

(800) 358-2335 RSVP CODE: V350721
~00) 654-2240 RSVP CODE: 4~
(800) Rent-a-Car RSVP CODE: Wl0923

CONTINiNTAL
TWA

(800)468-7022 RSVPCODE:NWRMYS
(800) 325-4933 RSVP CODE: Vl6497

HERTZ

AIRLINE

RSVP CODE: Howard University
Homecoming

For More Info:
..
Homecoming 1998
Blackburn Center, Suite 116
Washington, DC 20059
(202) 806-4510 (v)
(202) 806-5427 (f)

1998 Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee
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A Stude~~aos

1

by NICOLE A. TONG
Ahhhh, back to school. The joy of gossiping with my
friends, moving from the locked-down. cramped up
Quad to the ··come as you may. leave as you please:·
spacious Towers is exciting. No more torturing myself
with the plain cafeteria food because now, I have a
kitchen. I was even anxious to begin cla.~ses because I
was bored staying at home.
But j ust when I was getting used to the idea of a trouble-free sophomore year at Howard, something came up.
I was told I wasn't validated for the fall semester and
therefore. could not move in.
Thac·s funny. I remembered when my parents mailed
the check a week before the August I deadline. I couldn't understand why it hadn't reached its proper destination on time.
I knew what would happen next. I would be sent to
Blackbum to handle my financial dilemma. Not exactly
my idea of a good day.
When my parents and I arrived to Blackbum and saw
the li ne that extended around the building. my dad made
up his mind not 10 wait. He had a golf game to play later
that afternoon and my mom had a wedding 10 auend.
However. 1here was no1hing we could do aboul 1he li ne
but join it. Afler we had been waiting for a while, Dr.
Nicholson said the line on which we s1ood was only for
freshmen and 1ransfer s1udencs; NO CONTINUING
STUDENTS!!!
I felt like gelling ofi 1he line and ou1of Howard University all 1oge1her. Luckily. my dad found a way 10 get
us inside tbe ballroom. h looked like a zoo. There were
more than 200 people 1rying 10 cake care of student
accounts. parking spaces. book vouchers. and unpaid
bills. The lines inside were j us1 as long as 1he line ou1side and 1he building was just as hot.
I was fed up and ready to qui1 for 1he day. I remembered dealing wi1h 1his chaos las1year and things hadn'1
gonen any belier. I stood in the ballroom observing all
that was going on while dealing wi1h my frus1ra1ion.
My father handled my s1uden1accoun1wilh a lingering
look of disgus1 on his face. I didn'1expec1wha1 he cold
my mo1her and I once he had finished. It turns ou1my
fa1her had 10 write ano1her very big check, rigln 1hen and
1here. 10 clear my balance. We paid 1he same bill 1wice
and for some reason. I fell as 1hough 1his was all my
fault.
I j us1hope l never have 10 experience anything like this
again al 1he Mecca, Bui I have a feeling there will
always be somelhing at Howard 10 frustrale me every
time I relum.
PIRSTl'ERSON. t1 netkly coltmm b)' staff amfjrulmrct' writers.
istf 11tll'addi1io,i u, 11,e 1/ILLTOP that 11ims to cmifront issues affect·
fog the li1·rs r,fymmg JJt'1/Jlt. All <:Ol11m11s ,mm be .1ulm1i1ted u, tr
TEMPO editnr muf slumfd i11cludt• u 11ame. addre.fs a,ul ttdt>pho,it>

A Tale of Three
Wives: ''Why Do
Fools Fall in ~ove''

I/

r

'
CouR·r.-:sy ol-' WAR'1►:R RR0SJN1nn., G<xm•:

By SUFIYA ABDUR-RAHMAN
flilltop Swjf Writer

It seems as though 1he music business
never changes. The beginnings of Rockn-Roll. as 1old through I.he I950s-based
film, ··why Do Fools Fall in Love:· are

I

Brian McKnight
Mystifies Crowd
By STEVEN M. GRAY
Hi/lrop Swjf\Vriter

You Uve, You Learn : The Alanis Morissette Story

AUTIIOR: Craig Tomashoff
PUULISIIER: Berkley Boulevard
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Bui before you go buy the old albums,
remember 1he music business 1oday bears
more simi lari1ies 10 1he music of yes1erday 1hanjus1 familiar bea1s. Take heed 10
1he message 1ha1 "Why Do Fools Fall in
Love" made unmistakably clear--1he 'big
willies" n.lways gel the money.

of "pop diva.• She enjoyed rel,11ive success,--------- - - - - - - -- - =- - - - - - ,
wi1hb1hese two albu ms i1~her homt coun-------. . . / .
1ry. ut two years 1,lier ,omas11ou no1es
I•
~
Morisse11e had been classified a "has"
been."

By ANO RE ESTERS

1/illtoJ> Staff Writtr

It has been nearly three years since altemative/po1>1rock
musician Alanis Morisseue made her debul Jagged Lirrle Pill. The album sold over 15 million copies in 1wo
years, caiapuhing Morisseue from relative obscuri1y 10
international s1ardom. While opening channels for 01her
female acls such as. Meredith Brooks. Fiona Apple and
Jewel, Morisseue exposed the music world 101he female
voice of 1he 90s,
In a conversational and somewhal objective writing.
Tomashoff tells of 1he 1rials and tribula1ions 1hac helped
Morisseue and her fresh musical s1yle revolu1ionize 1he
music indus1ry. You Li1•e, You Learn documenls Morisseue's rise 10 super stardom and offers a glimpse into the
life of one of 1he music industry's mosl private personali1ies. Up un1 il now. only scant magazine inlerviews and
brief 1elevision appearances feaiured Morisseue's rise 10
1he 1op. Fans will greedi ly devour Tomashoff's in-dep1h.
well-wri11cn and pensive biography.
He sians a11he beginning where Alanis Nadine Morisseue and her twin brother, Wade, were born June I. 1974
in Ouawa, Canada. 10 two teachers. By age six. Morisscne was playing 1he piano and experi men1ing with her
vocal ability. Three years la1er, 1he precocious Morisseue
had composed "Fa1e S1ay wi1h Me.• Soon she was singin.g
at local and nalional events. ac1ing on You Can't Sm• That
011 Television and had recorded her tirs1 full-leng1h album
before turning 16.
Alanis (released April 1991) and her subsequent Now
is The 7ime (Oc1ober I 992) fea1ured 1he adolescent
Morissene belting 0111 wha1 Thomashoff describes as
'"Debbie Gibson-like·· tunes abou1 boys and growing up.
Singing 1he music of the times. Morisseueearned
title

His satin voice glided onto the stage before he did . The
mere sound of i1sent 1he mos1ly-female audience calling
oul in a frenzy. Standing a1 cen1er stage. elegant and polished. he wai1s for 1hc righ1 moment 10 give tile women
in 1he nearly-tilled Cons1i1u1ion Hall exac1ly wha1 1hey
came to hear: Brian McKnight. 1he singer and songwriter. in his mos1 na1ural lone. For one nigh! he"s 1heirs
In a sizzling perfonnance las1 week. 1he Alabamaborn McKnigh1 ran through a collec1ion of songs from
his la1es1 release, including last year·s Any1ime. as well
as songs from his previous 1wo albums. Be1ween playing his cuslom-designed wooden guiiar, and a keyboard, McKnight. crooned popular tunes such as
"Every1ime We Say Goodbye• and "I'll Remember
You." Taking his time. he broke down 1he words syllable by syllable. making his audience feel the message
he was lrying 10 convey.
Mc Knigln's performance offered none of 1he
pyro1echnics 1ha1's used 10 keep other shows from
dying. It was all abou1 1he music, plain and simple. His
crisp sound. and seamless mix of southern roo1ed r&b
and jazz connec1ed his message wi1h the audience ... his
audience,
While McKnigh1 focused on the music and teased his
audience with discree1 sexual oven ones. Chico
DeBarge. the singer who hi1 the s1age before him, put
on a show tha1 was more abou1sexuality 1han music.
DeBarge, a scion of 1he DeBarge family tha1 topped '
,
1he charcs in 1he 1980s, tried too hard to seduce his
audience wi1h excessive bumping and grinding, and
By BRANDI FORTE
failed 10 expose his true talent. But when he s1epped
1-------<{'-'i;..i/ll-l//ep-&aff>11
·w.1Ht..1,-.;.;,u•e..,.~- - - - back from 1he seduc1ion mode and concentraled on the
music, his personali1y. talent and on-s1age presence
MONIFAH
soared. He should 1ry 1ha1 more often.
The background ins1rumentals during DeBarge's hour- Mo' Hogany
long set often drowned ou1his voice. The singer, visibly LABEL: Universal/Uptown
aims to sing in the 1radition of such great classic vocal- · FEATU RED ARTISTS: Femme Fatale
ists as Marvin Gaye, and modern day singers like
Pamela Lo ng Queen Pen Queen Latifah
'
Maxwell and D'Angelo. Perhaps af1cr perf<im1ing more PRODUCTI,ON· A · ' J
I c•
singles from his debut CD, Long Time No See.
.
.
·
rlts t, oyce y n ooper,
DeBarge will develop a style 1ha1 will distinguish him
Melissa Ciampa
from the swinging hipsters. and focus less on 1he sex
and more on the music.
In an era when fans see artists such as Gina

•~e

l

Taie plays Lymon. whose wives include
Elizabe1h "Mickey" Wa1ers. the tirs1 wife
played by Vivica A. Fox: 1he sole female
member of 1he Platters. Zola T:iylor.
played by Halle Berry and his third wife.
Emir.i Eagle. played by Lela Rochon.
Under sworn 1estimony. Taylor. Wa1ers
and Eagle lell 1he tragic 1ale of lesser

Book Review

,wmbet:

•

Love."

Cas1of"Why Do Fools Fall in Love" leri.ro-right: Lein Rochon, Halle Oeny. Larenz Tmc and Vi\+ita A. l¼>x

tilled wilh as much scandal and foul-play
as Hip Hop is today. Naive ar1is1s continue to gel rippcd-olT by money-hungry
managers withou1 even knowin g it.
Frankie Lymon's s1ory retlec1s 1his prac1ice.
The teenage singer. a ··player'· of yes1eryear, married lhree women. Uirenz

known rock star Lymon. who died of a
drug overdose in 1he 60s. After 1wo
decades had passed 1he wives 100k Morris Levy. Lymon ·s manager, to coun to
collec1royallies on 1hc hi1 song ' Why Do
Fools Fall in Love.• originally recorded by
Frankie Lymon and 1hc Teenagers. Diana
Ross made a coverof1he popular song in
1he early eigh1ies.
lbrough the use of flashbacks. monwges
and clever camern 1ricks. Lymon's life is
shown in the mixed-up: on the brink manner in which be lived it. While humorous.
"Why Do Fools. . ." has a cenain shockfactor tha1 keeps audiences in1eres1ed and
wanting more.
Audience members may wonder why
makeup ar1is1s weren'I more realistic in
1heir auempts 10 age Berry. Fox and
Rochon. bul at least the wardrobe depanment did a fair job keeping up with the
1imes.
Although 1he "Why Do Fools...• sound1rack contains all current music. 1he film
is tilled wi1h caichy 1unes from 1he 50s and
60s. By 1he end of the movie. you'll be
singing along wi1h Frankie Lymon and 1he
Teenagers' biggest hi1 as well as 1heir
songs "Goody Goody" and • ABCs of

Thomson, Miss Jones, and others like them fall
off into the abyss of one-hit wonders, its rare to

\

Tomashofi chronicles 1hc sieps Morisseue and her managemenl 100k 10 revive
her career. A c hange of residence and a
mee1ing with veteran musician Glen Ballard, who had composed for Michael Jackson. Elton John. and Phil Colli ns. helped
Morisseue creme her hi1 album.
In Ball,trd's home. 1he 1wo crea1ed "You
Oughta Know." 1he firs1 release from
Jagged Lillie Pill. Within two weeks it was
#I on 1he Bi llboard chans. "Hand in My
Pocket," "Ironic.■ and •vou Lca.rn" quickly followed.
8u1 Morisse11e's fame and success can1e
with a price. she is 1101 wi1hou1 critics.
asser1s Tomashoff. Some found i1 hard 10
believe Morisse11e was able 10 change her
s1yle from bubble gum daydreaming 10
"angry. hard, cursing." Others say Morissene is merely an example of how good
marke1ing can be commercially advan1ageous.
Despite naysayers. Tomashoff slresscs
!here are several 1hings abom Morisseue
1ha1 cannot be dispuled: Morisscne connects with audiences who clamor 10 hear
her personal lyrics and Jagged Li11le Pill
has been a record-selling success. Only
Michael Jackson, Whilney Hous1on and
Madonna have had comparable sales wilh
debuls. Fans musl wait 10 see whai Morisseue has in s1orc for 1hem musically. Bui
for now. her biography won· I let Morisse11e be forgo11en.

Biogr.1phy tell, Alani~ Morh,1',Cttc's ~OI)'

Music Review
fintl one witb the courage to make a come back.
R&B diva Monifah has returned lo prove that
she's not quite ready for h~r name to begin with
the words "what happened to? ..." Three years
later Monifah has returned with her sophomore
a lbum "Mo'Hogany", which g reets listeners
wi th a soulful sound that has matured s ince the
songstress debut album, "Moods... Moments."
With the use of smooth instrumentals Moni fah
demonstrates her strengths on "Have You Ever
been Loved." By far the best track on the album,
it 1s as realistic as Mary J. Blige's "Missing
You," accentuating Mon ifah's desire to bring the
vibe of the c lassic film Mohagany to wax.
Un like the hip-hop soul melody that was pro-

duced on her first a lbum, Monifah shows signs
of womanhood; leaving 1he young teen boppers
who clung onto her fi rst a lbum in 1995. Singing
of love stories, battered hearts, and reconci liati on, Monifah's attempt to make anothe r
acclai med effort is lost in the shuffle.The twelve
track album consists of laid back serenades and
redundant ta lks reminiscent of a "Wa iting To
Exhale" session. Lacking the ski ll of a well
defined production and song writing team mediocrity is prominent throughout.
By not doing herself any justice, Monifah has
stamped her own one-way ticket back to the
abyss.
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The Real World
Derek admits that the dating scene
in Lisle--a tiny town of about
20,000 with an even smaller black
population--was sparse.
'There were only two dateable
black girls in my school," he said.
But today he ·sin a committed relationship with Devin. his girlfriend
from Highland Park. an Illinois
town with a greater black datingpool selection. The rwo have discussed marriage.
Although Devin is a freshman at
Spelman Colle,ge in Atlanta, Derek

has no intention of losing her to the
600-plus miles separating them.
He ·seven preparing a care package
for her.
''I' II be sending her some stuff
like phone cards so she can call me,
brass knuckles. some mace," he
said with a laugh. Derek put a couple of poems in the box he to his
girlfriend and closed the lid.

and it's see me.' "

Now, Derek attends Howard virtually for free because he was awarded the Laureate scholarship.
"I thought it was one of my
friends joking," he said, recalling
the early morning phone call he
received last June bringing news of
the full academic scholarship.
It was far from a joke, and so with
little hesitation he accepted the
offer, and is now majoring in
mechanical engineering.
"Living in an all-white town, I
was ready to switch," he said.

over there," he says visibly concerned. Derek and Devin have bee□
together for years, and the 600-plus
miles separating them hasn't yet lessened their commitment to each other.
Later this month, Derek is spending
$350 to fly down to Atlanta for his
gi rl friend's nineteenth birthday. His
decision doesn't exactly have the

approval of his parents, who would
like to see him keep his nose in his
books.
"This trip is gonna be on the hushhush," he says. "My dad wouldn't
approve:-he's all about my studies."
The National Achievement Scholar doesn't play when it comes to the
classroom, though. A typical day for
Derek involves getting up at 5:45

a.m. for cross c-0untry practice. and
while most of his classmates a.re getting in their last minutes of sleep, he
has already run five miles. After two
o'clock on weekday afternoons
you're sure to find him studying in
the undergraduate library. remaining
there until it gets too difficult to keep
his eyelids open.
"I' ll come back [to Drew Hall] and

sleep," Derek says. "It's like there's
just not enough time in the day to do
the things I want to get done." But
Derek's not all work and no play, and
certainly not a dull boy. The phone
that he shares ih his Drew Hall double room with roommate. Chris.
seems to ring off the hook. He
,mswers it with a professional-sounding "D.C.'s" or ·'D.C. productions,"

short for Derek and Chris.
"Yeah... so you gonna be down in
Blackbum? Cool," he says to a friend.
It's time once again to meet friends
to dine on the cafeteria's offerings.
With a shnig and a little bit of ajustwoke-up yawn. he's off.

Although Coco Mitcl>ell has been
on campus for only two weeks, she
feels like it has been two months.
"The first week was cool," she said.
"College is cool." Coco is already
comfortable in her new surroundings
as an international student. "Everything is so relaxed," she said about
Howard's atmosphere.
Most freshmen have no parental

supervision; no adulls 10 wake them
up or 10 tell them to go to class. Yet
Coco hasn't missed any classes and
doesn't plan too. ,;It's too easy," she
said. "If you're not ready for that
much freedom it would be too easy
to drop out." Coco quickly realizes
the attraction of not attending classes and just socializing, but she has
decided to stay focused and make this

a successful school year.
At Coco's high school in London
her class size ranged from six to fourteen in a school of 292 students. She
was caught a little off guard because
of the great number of students at
Howard. "I'm not used to large classes," she revealed. "I' m really selfish."
Coco already misses the attention.
She said she wi ll miss the one on

one help and repeated explanations
only small classes can provide. The,
fact that professors may not always
have time for her extra questions.
forcing her to seek their help during
office hours, is going to take some
getting used to.
But Coco's energetic tendencies
won't allow her to be lazy. She refuses to remain in the same place for too

long. "I have to have change.'' she
said. "I get bored easily." She consciously chooses to rebel against
commonality aud walks to the beat of
her own drum. "I don't want to be
normal." she said as if fitting in was
a forrn of the plague.
Coco aims 10 find the positive and
unique qualities of each person she
encounters. " I will speak to everyone

I see." she said. "If there is something
interesting about you. I want you to

On a lazy Monday afternoon, freshman business management major.
Brian Shannon, busies himself by
trying to get some sleep before his
five o'clock introduction to computer class.
Three fans--one ceiling fan. another one oscillating on the windowsill.
and a cutesy white number ti lted

downward over the bed--whir and
hum in hi s room on Drew Hall's
fourth floor. "It's the hottest room in
Drew." he explains.
Already. Brian has discovered that
he doesn't have a knack for 8: I0
classes. "I missed my first class today,
Spanish I." he and casts a slightly
self-apologetic look. "S panish is

hard--! don't like being shoved into
another language." He took Latin for
two years in high school.
Not to worry though, Brian knows
why he's at Howard. •[College] is a
lotta work. but it's a lot more freedom
too. You figure out your own schedule. You do what you gotta do, basically." Doing what he's got to do

mainly consists of, i~ Brian's words.
'Go to class, sleep. Go to class. sleep
The last few weekends, though. Brian's been working on the fun side of
the college equation--shopping in
Georgetown for new shoes and frequenting area clubs with friends. His
verdict on club I 919 is a non-enthu-

siastic. "!l's aight."
Taking sixteen credit hours the first
semester in college can be a challenge. But Brian says he's up to it.
'Tm balancing my time. trying to
get into a routi nc." he says. 'Staying
away from distractions. li ke girls."
Girls are a distraction?
"Don't get me wrong." he quickly

interjects. •Girls ain't really the distraction. it's the pursuit of girls. It's
like you see a new good-looking girl
ever day...! know some of them ain't
got men."

Added responsibility and newfound freedom a.re often ha.rd to bal;mce. The transition from high school
10 college may not always be smooth.
But. unlike the monotony of high
school, Tiana says Howard will bring
excitement to her li fe.
"I feel like I'm going to be challenged," she said. "I feel like I'm
really going to have to work hard,
which is good." The rout ine 1hat

Tiana followed as a high school student is now gone. "I'm used to the
bell ringing and there's no roll call
either," Tiana said.
She said her class sizes were surprising. In Colorado Springs, CO ..
her high school had roughly 1,300
students, and many of her classes
had fewer than than 25 students.
Tiana's biggest class at Howard contains about 40 students which is a bit

uncomfortable for her. "I kinda feel
intimidated," she said. Yet. Tiana is
eager to overcome her new-found
shyness and participate fully.
As the first of her siblings to attend
college, Tiana is trying to set a good
example while reaching her goals.
Not exactly an early bird. she was
looking for later classes. "I was trying to have all my classes start at 9
a.m.,"Tiana said. But. as luck would

have it. all of her required classes
begin at 8: I 0.
While Tiana enjoys be ing at
Howard. she said the university is
having trouble living up to its "prestigious Slack college" reputation.
Whether it be the students or the
staff, she has noticed negativity on
campus. "A lot of people don·, have
the right attitude," Tiana said. ;"They
don' t have their heads in the right

places."
But Tiana is using Howard. not only
as a tool for higher education but
also for seJf-explorntion. She signed
up for Black Diaspora without really knowing what it was. only 10 find
out that she loves it. She simply
said. ·111e subject is me."
She's a bi-racial student learning
about African culture and is discovering more and more about herself.

Howard is giving her life experiences
and teaching her personal lessons.
Tiana's open-mindedness allows her
10 take t!te bad. hot days along with
the good ones. "I honestly like it
here:· she said.

If you ask Robert McCauley to
describe his Howard experience over
the past two weeks, his response
might confuse you.
He says he's dismayed with the lack
of personal attention that his teachers
gave him. But, he expresses that
Howard has spawned a greater pride
in his African-American heritage.

Attending a Quaker high school in
Rhode Island. Robert and his friends
had to fight to get courses in AfricanAmerican history and literature on
the school's curriculum. Although.
here at Howard, he is grateful that he
is able to freely nourish his cultural
curiosities.
"There they taught us that aboli -

tionists were the cause for the end of
slavery but here my teachers emphasize the fact that slaves actually did
things themselves to help end slavery," he said. "Our ancestors taught
their children that they could be
something more than slaves! And
that makes me even prouder of who
I am."

However. his satisfaction comes in
the fomi of a pyrric victory. Choosing to attend a large university.
McCauley found himself grappling
with larger classes and teachers who
don't know him on a personal basis.
"For the most part my teachers
see m pretty cool. But my math
teacher doesn · t seem to want to get

to know anybody," Robert snid.
"When I went to ask her about a
problem. she started jumping on me.
I guess that's just he type of person
she is.''
And beyond petty professors. what
does Robert find more appalling?
Students who ' kiss-up."
'"There are people who go up to her

after class and say. 'I enjoyed your
class' and stuff." he said. "But they

In the Quad. a small grour of girls
hang out in one of Wheatley s double
rooms to ramble about abortion. religion, test-tube babies. and o~ier controversial issues. These are the latenight chats Candace Bates would like
to have more of in her room.
She wants to initiate an unofficial
Sible study in her room for the girls on

her floor at least once a week. Debatable topics such as abortion, can be too
sensitive an issue at times, but Candace
knows everyone there respects each
other's opiruon.
"No one w,~ked out mad," she said.
The bedtime female bonding solidified the images of college in the sitcom
"A Different World," that Candace had

always wanted. When asked if she
would try to have male participation in
the discussions she rejected the idea.
"It wouldn·, be as open," she said.
Week one at Howard has ended for
Candace with overall good classes.
friendly students and supportive professors. Expecting stem, mean professors, Candace was happy that she was

wrong.

the yard watching step perfonnances
and listening to the band practice on the
football field.

class locations and schedule actually
paid olT. She was on time or 20 minutes
early for all her classes.
Although Candace has not declared

her nutjor. she is leaning towards business at this point. She believes accounting will be her hardest course this
semester.
Despite her shyness, Candace
intends to widen her circle of friends.
She has been meeting students outside
of her clonn with the help of an outgoing friend. She also found herselfout on

If anyone wants to get right down
to business, it's Candice. She was
eagerly expecting to take notes on the
first day of classes rather than being
bored with the preliminary. Handing
out the syllabus and making introductions. So far. she's fairly interest-

ed in her Human Development
course. but feels that Biology may
pose some difficulty.
Candice is rather relaxed and confident she will perform well her freshman year. But just one week into the
semester. she has already missed two

classes. "One time I was hungry. and
the other time I just woke up late,"
she said.
Candice can't unde rstand why
everyone is so quiet in her classes.
Even after she introduced herself
very few people opened up to her.

'"That was pathetic." she said. She
feels everyone should be more open
and talkative.
Candice has managed to get out to
the clubs, but does not like the fact
that most of the clubs are dominated
by Howard students. Most of the

places she has been to reflected the
Howard community and she gets the
feeling there are few places to go to
meet new people.
"I love to dance," she said. ''I'm a
different person when I dance." Candice wants to get the most out of her

college li fe by meeting new people
and finding new places in the city.

Absence makes the heart grow
fonder for Derek Rodgers and his
girlfriend Devin. an entering freshman at Spelman College in Atlanta.
The two talk on the phone almost
daily. sharing the intimate details of
college life.
On this day. discussion centers on
the come-ons of a Spelman dorm
assistant.

'

C

Tuskegee Universi ty's loss is
Howard University's gain in 18-yearold Derek Rodgers. As a sophomore
at Lisle, Ill., Senior High, Derck
swung by Tuskegee's booth at a college fair, wanting to give the Alabama school (where his parents met) a
try.
Instead, he was belittled by
Tuskegee's representative for not
knowing his social security number.
· "The recniiter was yelling at me
in front of all these people." he said
with a smile as he lounged on his

bed in Drew Hall . "I was like, 'No
way I'm going to your school.' "
Derek, a National Achievement
Scholar, had the luxury of attending
virtually any university he wished.
During his high schbol years,
Derek wasn't allowed to go out on
weeknights and he credits his parents--espeeially his father--for
instilli ng in him the value of hard
work.
"He'd say to me: 'A's are all right.
B's you'll be all right, get any C's

"If he does anything. !'ma come

'.

--BRIMIJ. COX

--BRIAN J. COX

LL

some more. •

know.''
- LYNN SIMMONDS

--BRIAN J. COX

- ll'NN SIMMONDS

know 1hat ifs no way anyone can

enjoy her class. It's obvious that they
are trying to get a degree."
- JASON T. SM!Tfl

CANDACE BATES
'The teachers are being so nice;· she
said. 'They really are easy to get along
with.''
It turns out that mapping out her

LOWDOWN
I. Why does Li l Kim think she's the Black Pamela Lee Anderson?
9. And another thing, when Mystikal rhymes, what the hell is he saying?
2. Why do the girls of the Quad always talk bad about Drew Hall when the
Quad is just as ghetto? ·
3. Why will there be more youths at the first home football game than at
either of the Million Youth Marches?
4. How come the HU Showtiroe band is more prepared for the first football
game than the football team?
5. What's up with all these Howard fights? Are classes really that

10. Who's the trifling person ,vho has been writing lyrics for Mya, Destiny's Child and Xscape? "Everybody cheats/You gotta know how/Gotta
know when?"
11 . How come everytime there's a hurricane. everybody in the area must
evacuate except the idiotic newscasters who seem to like getting thrown
around by 75 mph winds?

d6 girls insist on wearing sandals when it looks like their toes got

chewed up by the Quad rats?
6. How can Howard students claim New York City is so dirty but they don't
have a problem spending their whole year here in D.C. - the Dirty City?

13. Does anybody not have the Lauryn Hill album?

7. Who did Kedar tl,link he was fooling when he hired Chico DeBarge as a
stand-in for D' Angelo?

14. Why do people on the yard, standing right in front of Founders, ask for
the time?

8. Can't the No Limit Soldiers think of something other than rowdy. rowdy
to ryhme with 'bout it, 'bout it?

15. Why is "Sister Sister," back for another season?

-LYNN SIMMONDS

- LYNN SIMMONDS

To write for the
Tempo section call
Sufiya or Je ·fer
at
806-6866
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School of Business
Confident About
Reaccreditation
ed."

By MIA SOMERSALL
Hilltop Staff Writer
TI1e primary reason that Derick
Gerideau entered Howard University's business school was the fact
that it is a prestigious one. holding
several awards for excellence and
being the only Hjswrically Black
College or Universi ty (HBCU)
with both it's undergraduate and
graduate business programs
accred ited.
"I like the fact that next year when
I graduate there will be prestige
behind my diploma," said the
junior Management major.
After IO years, the School of Business is up for re-acc reditation
review. Howard Un iversi ty's
School of Busi ness currently
prides itself as being one of only 7
HBCU's accredited with the American Associat ion of Coll egiate
Schools of Busi ness (AACSB). It
was also one oft he first schools in
the country to be granted accreditation for its MBA program.
The AACSB, under Joseph A.
Allu1to, Dean of the business program at Ohio Stale University, has
recently changed its name 10 "The
International Association for Management Education" in order to
highlight the fact that it deals with
many schools and organizations
outside of the US and that its main
objective is regulating institutions
for higher learning.
But its name is not the only thing
that the AACS B has changed since
the last time Howard's School of
Business had its accredi tation
renewed . No longer does the
process for which reaccrcditation
occurs simply consist of a wri 11en
self-evaluation repon of the school.
This year it is also requiring a peer
review team from the international association to visil chc school for
a personal look into the instilu lion
before they make a recommendation for an accredication decision.
"There are a new set of standards
this year," said Dr. Samuel S.
Paschell. Assistant Dean for Student Affairs in the business school.
" II takes more involvement of the'
facully and is very process-orient-

The AACSB is in the process of
making furt her changes in its system of accreditat ion procedures.
During the President's address at
AACSB's Annual Meeting thi s
year in Chicago, Alutto voiced his
concerns about schools focusing
mainly on graduace programs. He
believes that with all of 1hc competi1ion between graduate programs, programs on the Jess-competicive levels would be neglecced.
Alutto questions whether or not
undergraduate and doccoral programs will continue their levels of
high quality.
''For example. we may be forced to
aggressively support the in1roduc1ion of more efficic111 delivery of
educa ti onal macerials, perhaps
includ ing changes in peer review
processes," Alutto said. ''Overall ,
ii is also conceivable that we may
find ourselves refocusing energies
on undergraduate educacion, rather
than graduate education, cenainly
a change in recent focus."
Though AJutto's changes have not
yet been implemc111cd, the peer
review team will be eva lu ating
numerous things this year. It may
request files 10 see that they arc in
order and that studc111s are caking
1he correct courses. h may talk to
selected m,dents about che business program. TI,e ceam wi II look
over the mission stateme111 of 1he
School of Business and make sure
that ic is clear and chat the school
is meeting its own objectives. The
Peer Review Board. who is making
the ultimace decision abouc
whether or 1101 reaccredi1a1ion will
be granced, wants figures about
things like the retention race of students and how che school plans 10
make changes for the improvement
of it.
The School of Business expects a
peer review team to visit the school
in February or March. Currencly a
self-eva luation report is in the
process of being wri1ten. Dr.
Paschel! holds that Howard U11iversi1y's business school is one of
the besc in the world. He has a posicive prospective about whac is to
come. ·•1 am very optimistic," he
said.

Campus Fishery, in \\'onder Phr1..a, is one of the newes1 businesses to open on lhe Ceorgja A,·cnue Corridor.

Campus Fishery: A Pleasant Flavor On Georgia Avenue
The fishery also sells homemade
pound cake as well as many ocher
quality dishes.

By MIA SOMERSA LL
/iii/top Staff Writer

" I chink Sll1den1s appreciate qual-

With a New Orleans vibe throughout the room. che clean. newly
painted walls. and a refreshing
breeze from a fan. tl1e new Cajun
Cuisine restaurant. Campus Fishe,y stands out among other rcscaurant competitors on Georgia
Avenue.

Located across from McDonalds
at 230 I B Georgia Avenue. many
studenls who walk to campus
from the Towers have been drawn
in 10 the Campus Fishery. If the
pleasant appearance docs not
entice them, the menu selection
--docs. One can order original or
cajun fried fish, sandwich wraps
or ·•scream ing jumbo wi ngs:·
Soul food such as fresh collard
greens and a "Yammy Jammy
Sweet Potato Purr· are also
favorites. For dcssen. one might
like bread pudding with rum
sauce. a recipe from New Orleans.

icy," said owner and Howard gmduace, Fernal Briggs.
Shana Gordon, 19 year old sophomore sa id chat th e de lightful
appearance attracted her to the
restaurant. ·•11 looked nice and ii
didn· c smell bact:· she said whi le
ordering a popcorn shrimp sandwich wrap.
h is no coincidence thac Brigg's
business is Jocaced adjacent to
Howard Universi1y. After graduat ing from Howard's den tist
school in 1970, Briggs began a
privace practice and later taugh1a1
the Dental school unti l re1iring in
1996. His dream. however, had
always been 10 own a restaurant.
Now that his vision has become a
re.1lity. che macure encrcprcncur is
going 10 use his venture to give
Howard University stude111s as

By MIA SOMF;RSALL
Hilltop ST<,jf\Vriter

The idea of entrepreneurship to the
college stude111 seems very exciting. When one owns a company he
no longer has 10 answer-to anyone
excepc his customer. The risk-caker
is able 10 call the shots. There is a
number of organiz.acions designed
to he lp young en trepreneurs
achieve lucracive success in their
endeavors.

.

•

Office of the Provost and Chief Academic Officer

well as his other cust0mers the
quality food and service thac they
deserve. He said 1ha1 he is glad
that his business is near Howard 's
campus as opposed to Georgetown or ocher Universicy·s in the
area.
Briggs believes chat bis experience wilh che Howard University
communi ty has helped him 10
understand what Howard students
want in a restaurant. ''College
students are now more health-oriented," he said. "l wa111ed 10 gear
more toward that.''
Briggs is maki ng a conscious
effon to reduce che amounc of fat
and cholesterol in che food that he
serves. His store carries low-fat
cajun cuisine and he says that he
always uses non-fat cooking oil.
Cathy Neal manages the rescaumnt while Briggs is away. She
said that since the July I st opening, business has been very proficable.

When the restaurant opened in the
summertime, there weren't many
students on campus. The majority of patrons for the Carry-Out
were Howard University faculty
members. ·'Once school began
again business increased by 40%."
Briggs said.
Wich the attention that his rescaurant is getting, Briggs contends
that his business might spark other
black businesses 10 evolve on
Georgia Avenue. "A 101of people
come in waming 10 know who the
owner is because chcre aren't a lot
of black owners on chis block."
AJthough receiving nothing but
praises for chc radiance of the
restaurant, Briggs is not yet finished with all he wanes to do to
improve the Carry-Out. Currently he is in che process of adding
additional icems to chc menu and
improv in g the bui lding . "In
another month we'll get it the way
we want it," he said.

Organizations Work Toward Promoting Entrepreneurship
ness which grosses one million or
more per year.

Academic Success Planning Tools
for
Howard University•
Undergraduate Students
1998 -1999

Hilltop Staff/t-.-telvin Mooming

I

t

"As a young person stnrtsng ouc in
business. it's good to find a mentor:' said Brian Biqndi ~xecutive
Director for The Younl Entrepreneurship Organizatiorl, 1Virgi nia
chapccr. YEO is a nationwide
encrcprencurship organization that
has many different local branches
around che country. It is designed
for entrepreneurs who arc under
40 years of age and arc t ither the
founder or the co-foµn1erbf a busi-

,

I

J

'

The benefits of being in che organization include necworking opportun1ies. One is able 10 communicme with other colleagues who arc
in vinually the same boac as he is.
The idea is for the young businesspeople to interact with each other
and to hopefully help each 01herou1
as a result. "As a young entrepreneur you will be slrllggling with
issues and who better 10 learn from
chan ocher young entrepreneurs?"
said Biondi. There arc annual conferences for the young encrepreneurs co come 1oge1her. In addition,
the YEO has a member directory in
a special database that is also used
as a means of networking by YEO
members.
Biondi said that although no college scudcnts are noted to be members in the organizacion, the age
that the organiz.acion targets arc in
the span bet ween 18 a11d 25.
Howard Uni versity has an organization designed to help Howard

•

studcnc entrepreneurs as well as
those who wish 10 become entrepreneurs in che fucure. TheScudent
Entrepreneursh ip Center (SEC )
provides networking for them and
encourages ocher students to pursue
entrepreneuristic ventures.
Founded lase year by Osa AbdurRahman. a businesss student, it has
since done many things 10 support
its mission for encouraging student
entrepreneurship. Last year the
organi zation sponsored Entrepreneurship Day. They have also set
up seminars about how to build a
business plan.
Now under the leadership of Anika
Sandy, SEC prcsidenc. the association is working on a plan 10 assist
student entrepreneurs in their
endeavors. The group plans 10 set
up an office on the first floor of the
business school. 'There wi ll be ten
computers and two fax machines 10
be utilized by Howard students wbo
have their own business venture. h
is scheduled 10 come into effect in
the coming months.

Julian Pe11 y. se nior marketi ng
major, is not only the Executive
Coordinator for Howard University's SEC. hue also an entrepreneur
himself. Two summers ago he and
Dionicio N~blett incerned at Def
Jam records. h was there chat they
decided 10 start their own record
company. "Ramadan Records."
They derived capical to aid them in
their endeavor by capital that they
had saved up. "We worked at ~f
Jam dun:ugn the day and worked on
Ramadan ac oight ,'' said Pe11y.
Soon, however, they found thac they
project took up time that chey found
that they did not have. They did not
give up on the project, although
th ey decided 10 suspend it fo,·
awhile.
Biondi had some words of advice
for young entrepreneurs just starting out. "Never give up," he said.
"Most cmrepreneurs try three or
four times before they ~ucceed.
Keep on going."

To ,Wnte About Health, Business,
Scieide/fechnology, or Fashion, Call
Ericka Wortham@ 806-6888
j

.
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Tricia Chee
began building her
future in 1995 within GE's
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We bring good things to life.
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GE Aircraft Engines GE Appliances GE Capital Services GE Corporate Research and Development
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An Eq ual Opp ortunity Em ployer

GE Industrial Systems GE Information Services GE Lighting GE M edical Systems GE Plastics
GE Pow er Systems GE Supply GE Transportation Systems NBC
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,Does 1iour·mom or da~ waana know what is
really going on at the H.U.?
Well, send them a subscription.
It's only $80 a semester. or $50 a year.
They're worth it. Call today at
.806-4749 or 806-6866.
~sk for Arrelle D. Anderson.
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The Undergraduate Student Assembly needs volunteers for the
following Fall Semester programs
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For more information, contact the UGSA office in
Blackburn Rm .108/110. (202) 806-4143/4144
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World FestivalHomecoming Coronation Ball
UGSAWeek
Operation H.O.P .E.
Recycling Programs
Various Public Service Projects
Bayou Classic
And many more ...
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Statif;,tics

-rut soine u\.\e in Your T\.-~'i
~th the T\-\)'2 Pills .llfodu\ea

Only the Tl-92 offers
powerful functionality
with features such as
dropdown
menus,
::expan
split screen
1:zeros<
S :approx<.
6 : coMDenoA(
mode,
7 : propFrac<
s:nSolve<
9 : Trig
>
symbolic
A:CoMplex .
B: Ex t.rac.t.
manipulation
with pretty print, 30
graphing, and text editor.
►

• f(x · ln(x))dx
x 2 · ln(x)
2
l

FUNC

• Over SOOK more
memory.
• Electron ic upgradability.
1• deSo 1ve( y
I

• '

=y , x,

':I)

y=e1 . ., - x+e2 •.,x

I

I AUIO

solving, 30 graph
rotations, more linear
algebra, an interactive
numeric solver,
constants, and unit
co nversions.

30
• o&.9

x2

-.r

1✓30

C 1998 Texas Instruments lncorpora1ed

Add ing the Tl-92 Plus
Module takes all that
capability to a whole new
level. Plug it in to you r
Tl-92 and get:

• Advanced Mathematics
Software including
differential equations

~,1 •t 2 •4 : : · I

• 27.6,:...n ► ,.. f l

• 2.•
~
~ -------;;:~

.-•

-•

It

2 ,..,.

27 . t. _

You can buy the Tl-92 at
your college bookstore or
local retailer. The Tl-92
Plus Module can be
purchased from our on-line
accessory store, or by
calling 1-800-TI-CARES.

00.f-_M,
2 •~

_u

-ll>TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

IHl6l9988

INSTANT CREDIT

~~~~ G uaranteed Credi t Cards with Credit Limits
~1> .
.
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

~ No CREDIT, No JoB, No PARENT SIGNER, No

fsT!ttt;;.;11

i•tiPi-Z-.¼t1

SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
If You Think You
Can't Get A Credit
Card, Think Again.

· Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

----------------------------------------------------------:,
·
ORDER FORM
I
I
I
I
I

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

:::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:

~~::~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.•.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.-:::.. :.·.·.-.-.-:::......
:.- .. .. .. ....
City....................... .. ................................ .................................. ........................... State........... ........ ................. .. ........... Z ip.... .... ..............................................
I
Signature............................................. ........................................................ ............................................................................ ........... .. ......................................... :

Tired of Bein Turned Down?

:
I
I
I

BlO
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Everything a college student needs to make life on campus a little less stressful:
• Checking with no minimum balance
• 700 FREE Chevy Chase ATMs
• Opportunity to establish credit
• Free Chevy Chase Check Card
• Overdraft protection
• Chevy Chase Home Banking

F~r more information on the Student Banking Package, call .

1-800-987-BANK.

CHEVY CHASE~BANK
fDICd
lrisure

www.chevychasebank.com

INantA.
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING

SCHOOL

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. Tnere you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
AIR ~
a career in the Air Force can take
!
you, call 1-800·423•USAF. or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com

~R.CI:-,

It's your time to shine!
So Try out for the

Homecoming Fashion Show
Wednesday, September 8 in Cramton.
The fee is $3.

.

)

•
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Undergraduates- Here 1a the guide to help you plan and booet ~ gpal
Pick up y01D' .El:-+: El E> ,copy m your School or College today.

ALLAJIOUT BOWARD
♦ Mo,,aae lrom lhe Pto<ldo4t
♦ Mc.aa.p rtom tho ProYott •nd Quo.I Acad.emlc Offku.
♦
~ to Madcmlo s......
♦ Unlvcnlty C>loodar, Pill 1998
♦
1'1,,11 B,wn Sdicdulo, Pal 1998
♦ l'or--1 Pinal B11m ScbocMo, FIii 1998
♦ P1aan!J1c Calcodu, Pill 1998
♦ Unl•011lty Calonda-, Spd"i 1999
♦ Pe"°"ol Fwl B""n, S<he<lole, Spri■a I 999
♦ P11noJ,,a
SprinJ 1999

-·

PEAK-TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
(TELLERS)

Caloo4.-.

ACADEMICS

Academic Success Planning Tools
for
Howard University
Undergraduate Students
1998 - 1999
Office of the Provost and Chief Academic Officer

♦

Acadomlc Polloioo

♦

Ac&dtmlcAd•l•k>J

♦

~Jl,tr&llon

♦

Tt-■ru1orCrodil,

Earn valuable experience working in one of the area's finest financial organizations. We offer flexible hours to fit into your busy

schedule and flexible training programs ro help you learn.

♦

Rcqulouacou

♦

Ubc■riet IDd Cotatn>ton

♦

S11pport Sc:-vi,o•

$11.50 per hour
10-17.5 hours per week

BO\VYO'•
♦ 0.nlnJ tioo r.tom,adon
♦ O.W.,. lnvol\/Cd
♦

Oettin.a to Kaow lhc Loc:9l Scca.o

♦

OouintOtiwze<I

Mazyland
Virginia
& Washington, DC
For immediate consideration, please call (coll-free 24 hours/day):

ORGANIZING TOOLS/AIDS
♦ Ca.,s Scbedule
♦ l!x-'QulzlPnllect R-rd

1-888-413-4CCB (4222)

♦ '"'""""""' om.. m,,,,.
♦

Nccwodcl■a,'CI--

♦

cau-lyMawodWonlt

♦

M- Ccl<Mnlo• · '

CHEVY CHASE BANK

·

CCB has• drvg-f,,e wo,kp1"u policy. EOE WFIDN. TDD# (301} 907-SBIS.

Rlll!'lilll!NCI: INJIORMATION
♦ People to kaow
♦

N°'"'

•
•

CaD1!"aM<l9
Plequonlly called -

PRESS RELEASE
Ali Tr..BNTION &TU I• ENT& WI"rH
Ali T LEAST A J C2v:zi0..H. &TAT'CT&.
CONTACT:WENDYATANGA
806-7000

JI It E: ~ov I Al'r E)It E)&'r E: I .......

-----

OOT,T,E:G~

s-ru. .,.....

■-

i"'

l
I

lI
I

l

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE DEAN'S OFFICE OF YOUR
SCHOOL/COLLEGE OR THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES.

I
I
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I
I
I
I
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I

I
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DEADLINE: OCTOBER 1, 1998
**BY THE CLOSING OF THE BUSINESS DAY

.'---------- --------------------------- -----------__J
~

'·
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Friday, September 4, 1998

All HILLTOPICS are due, paid In
full , the Moday before publication,
Announcements by campus organlzalions for meetings, seminars or
non-profit are charged as indivluals, lndiviuals advertising for the
purpose of announcing a service,
buying or seliing are charged $5
for the first 20 words and $1 for
every additional five words.Local·
companies are charged $10 for
the first 20 words and $2 for every
five words thereafter.. Personal
ads are $2 for the first 10 words
and a $1 for every additional five
words.
UHURU UBUITARUAINS Call
Sista Naima @ 202.234.6798
Please leave your phone# and
current address/Dorm INFO

Come Meet end greel the Brothers

l
I

➔I

of (1;2:0 Honor Boclety Fraternlly
Alpha Tau Chapter O our meet
night on 'Tues. Sept 8 1998
07:18PM In L41 GPA3.0 and
aUeaat 1s credtt hrs

Are you a poet? Come and thare
your lalont at the Phi Sigma Pl
Nallonal honor Fraterntty, Inc,
Alpha Tau Chapter PhaJI Poetry
CI\Phl•Erlll AudltJons wtll be held
on Thrulday, September 10, 1998
at 7:00pm In the B1thune Annnex

POS1lone are avallable In the
UGSA office. The deadline 18 84lptemberd 8. Contact Jonelle&! 8064143.
Are you ready for 'An Evening of
Elegance?" The UGSA HomcomIng CoronaUon Ball la Comlnglllll
ATTENTIONIIIIIIIIIIII
Nik Eames Ward 1 City Council
Volunteer meeting. Blackburn Cen•
ter Rm 148 on September 9 at 6
pm.
Are you interested in serving the
community? Join the National
Council of Negro Women. For
more info call 202.265.0320

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS .
Sell Kodak Spring Break 99' Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION-LOWEST PRICES
Travel Free Including food, Drink
&non-stop Parties

FREE RECHARGABLE PHONE
CARDS
Only 19cents/ minuets nationwide!!
Great international rales!I Send
SASE. Steven Whitehurst, P.O.
Box 1094 Dept. HT Dollon, IL
60419
HELP WANTED

Seminar Room.
Phi Sigma Pl Nttlonal Honor
Soci.ty Alpha Tiu Ch1ptor 1, In
narch of well rounded , lntolH•
gent fndMdu111 for lall 1998
M1mberthlp Intake , Qu11ffled
Applloatlon mutt hllVt a 3,0
OPA Ind 11111,t 15Crodll Hr,.
Ao1re of long dormant vole••
n011 th1t now com, to party
Laughing of the ever powerful
tornado
What comet to mind on October
31tl? Halloween.. nah, Howard'•
Homtcomlng
Have you picked up your applications for the pageant?

·-------•-·••
Back to School Potluck Dinner

oh Sept 19, 1998 Welcomes all
new and returning Adventist
Students with a Potluck Dinner.
For more Info call 986-5704
R,
ON SEPTEMBER 5 ARE WE
DONE WITH THE BATTLES ANO
THE SCARS. Can it be simple.
Because no one loves u more than
me....E
Wanna be a model? Try out for
Homecoming Fashion Show September 8, 1998 al 7pm Crampton
Auditorium. Entrant fee: S 3.00.
Women wear 3 inch heels. Men
wear hard sole shoes.

QREEK S!ept how Tlpt1
PRO•IMAQES
buy and NII 1t1p1how llptl
from 111 over lhl U.S. Vltll
www.t11pthow.com or 01II
1•800-478-2280
Arfc@pro-lm1ge.com

w,

The Undergraduate Student
Assembly welcomes you to the
1998-199 school year. Creativity
at Workl

Heyl Check out UGSA's
homepage at
www.howard.edu/StudentActivitiesPages/ug
sa.htm
Volunleers are needed for the

upcoming event World Feel • 98.
Pleaae contact Channing Hawkins
al 808·4143 or stop by Blackburn
Room 108/110,
Atlltts, Dancers, Mutlclant,
Poets! UGSA wanll YOU lo parllclpate In the UGSA office at 808·
4143.

National conservation organization
seeks highly qualified professional
to manage it's field and national
programs. 1O+ years leadership in
non,profit advocacy, organization
management, and program related
fundraising desired. Demoslraled
ability to motivate and mange a
diverse staff of 25-30 within a
team structure Is critical.
Advanced degrees in law, policy or
management desired, but not
required. Send resume' and interest statement to ATC/Human
Resources, 1100 17st., NW,
Washington, DC 20036. EOC
Student Rep - AT&T Authorized
Agent needs 20 students now! No
exp, will train. $100-$300/Week.
PT/FT 800.592.2121 Ex724

-----------------------··--------

High-tech litigation support firm
seeks FT/PT documents analysts
to review litigation documents,
determine search criteria and
enter case specific information into
a database. Computer literacy and
excellent analy1ical and reading
comprehension skills required.
$10/hr. Please fax resume to Tracy
@ 301/565-3436
Attention Howard Students!!l!!!I!!!!!!
Local favorite seafood restaurant
now looking for people with great
attitudes and willingness to learn
in a fun, professional atmosphere.
opportunities available for PT/FT
waiters, waitresses, hosts, hostasses. Convenient location and
hours for metro transportation.
Apply Mon-Fri. between 2:30-5pm
L&N Seafood Grill in the Fashion
Centre at Pentagon City. (703)
415-2055.
Christmas in April of Washington
DC, a charity that does free homerepair for low income elderly and
disabled homeowners, seeks halflime administrative assistants with
a desire to help others. Knowledge
of Windows required. Data entry,
bookkeeping, typing, fax, phone
etc. Great hands-on opportunity to
learn about the non-profit world.
App. 25 hours/wk, flexible. Near
Tenley/AU Metro. Fax resume to
Janice at 202-244-9551.
Spring Break '99· Sell Trips, Eam
Cash and Go Freel STS is hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida. Call
800.648.4849 or apply online at
www.ststravel.com
FOR SALE

•• •• •u •·• • •-••••••••• •·••• ••••• ••·• ••••·•••••••••

FURNITURE- Retail of used hotel
furniture. Beds, Sofas, Sleeper
Sofas, Dressers, Lamps, Tables,
Mirrors at unbefiviably low prices!
Vistt our showroom at 8001 Newell
Street, Silver Spring, MD
301.587.7902

Looking for student who needs
romm and board in exchange lo
help an 8 year old 4th grader with
homwork . Driver's liscence need•
ed. Car preferred. Call Liz
202.723.3881

Greek Stepehow Thpee
PRO-IMAGES
We buy/sell stepshow tapes from
all over the US
Vl1lt ue at www.etepehow.com or

Howard University Hospital needs
HU students to do volunteer work
in the Dept, of Pediatrics & Child
Health For more info contact Lori
Keenan 202.865.4443

call 800,478,2280
ArfcOpro-lmages.com
Nik Eams ward 1 city council
volunteer mtg. Blackburn Rm. 148
Sept.9 6:00p.m.
Child Care: Part-time for 7yrs old
girl in Ml.Pleasant home or
Howard area. 5-10hrs wkly.
202.277.7137

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
M:0 33-A-96

Howard University Hospital needs
HU students to do volunteer work
in the Dept, of Pediatrics & Child
Health For more info contact Lori
Keenan 202.865.4443

6-A-96

Student Rep- AT&t Authorized
Agent needs 20 students nowl No
exp, will train. $100-300/Week.
PT/FT (800) 592-2121 x 724
PT Office Work: S7•10 per hour.
Hours required: 9am-2pm or Sam1pm. Convenient downtown localion near Metro. Work FT during
Xmas break, however, no hours
available during summer. Prefer
experience with Word Perfect
Send Resume or Optional Application for Federal Employment (OF612) to Enviroment Division, Attn:
D. Cole, P.O. Box 7754, Washington, DC 20044-7754 or fax
202/616-3362

(

FOR RENT

------------Stroll to campus! 4 Br, 2 1/2 balh
two story charming apartment in
LeDroil with CAC, carpeting, W/D
S1600/ month without utilities.
Deposit references required.
202.726.3777
S ilverSpring- Resp N/S 2Share
2BR, 1.5 Bath, W/D N great neighborhood on busline $415 + 1/2
utilites 301.871.4106
Roommate needed
Howard graduate is looking for a
responsible and mature roomate to
share a very large two bedroom
with balcony for only $285 per
month in a very nice area near
Prince Georges Plaza. Utilities
included. Close to metro Call
Wayne at 301.853.1821
House to share: Near Howard
University Beautifully renovated
Victorian House. Clean; Beautifully. Clean, Brighi, Professional
Atmosphere. $300-$380/ month.
Call202.387.6455

Zhaundra "Tre Tre" Jones
alway In my prayers,

CELEBRATE WITH ZHAUNORA
JONES 22nd Birthday at the
ShHOWCASElllll!!

---- ------·--·-·-------------·-

Free Personal Instructions and
classess In mantra meditation.
E>cplore your Inner world. Contact Ananda Marga yoga society
at 202/829-2278.
FOR RENT
Rooms For Rent w/w Carpet
Free cable washer/dyer. Utilities
Included Call Ronnie Thomas at

2021255.3574 or 542-9TT2
HOUSE TO SHARE· NW Washington Large Rooms, 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, off street parking, great
neighborhood on busline, utilities
included and security deposit
required. 2020-726-3371

AUDITIONS FOR HOWARD
HOMECOMING FASHION
1

S HOW

WHEN:
W HERE:
TIME:

806-4510

--- -- ---··-- -~-.............. ____ ·--------- -------• ·•

Lg 2 Bdr Grad studen I to share
w/d Ale w/c Good security 2blks
from hospital 202.723.4646
•••••••••••o.000,0,0.··•••H••

Rooms for rent 2 carpel. Free
Cable Washer and Dryer Utilities
included Call Ronnie Thomas 202.
255-3574
Rooms for rent mature males 30+
Please! 5blocks from Howard 13th
annd Columbia RD. N.W.
202 .332.602

-------------------------------

Graduate male preferred. Furnished room for rent in 3 bed,
2 bath drug-free rowhouse in le droit wilh two guys over 35.
Deposit, credit check. Not a party
household. S315/month includesa
utlililies. 202.797.7814. Smokers
not welcome!
Room for Ren!• Furnished, 2
blocks from campus, house with 4
other Howard students. Female
preferred. $250/ month. Includes
ulililies. Call Brian Liltlelon (301)
982-1291 or 564-9216
Room for rent-furnished, 2 blocks
from campus, house with 4 other
Howard students. Female preferred. $250/month includes utillties. Call Brian Littleton
301.982.1291 or 202.564.9216Ww
Need mature roommate lo share
attractive bedroom apt. close to
campus, Rent $300. call Michelle
at 202/265-0728
Rooms for Rent: Mature males
30+ Pleasell 5 blocks from
Howard 13th and Columbia RD.
NW 202/332·6028
2 Furnished rooms (large and
small) avaliabfe in 2nd floor apartment over professional office on
Georgia Ave. Share kitchen and
bath. Carpellng, Cable, ale, healing, cooking facilities and utilities.

Sept. 8 ·
Cramton
6 p.m.

THE HOMECOMING OFFICE AT

Stroll lo Campus! 4Br, 2.5 bath
two-story charming apartment in .
LeDroit with CAC, Carpeting, W/0.
1600/mo without utilities. Deposit,
references required 202.726-3777

House to Share-NW Washington
Large Rooms, 2.5 baths, fireplace, off street parking, great
nelghborhod on busllne. Utllfties Included and security Dep
required $270-295 Monthly
202.726.3371.

'98

FOR MORE INFORMATION CA LL

Across Street from lhe School of
Business Basemen! Apartment,
CAC, New Kitchen + Bath, Washer+Oryer. Off Street parking $525
OBO, Sinclair 202.246,6873

PERSONALS

••• HOOO O·••··-•·•··••• ••·••••••••o•O • • • • - · · · · · • ·
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BACK TO SCHOOL BLUES??
Need money you spent from the
summer?
Need money for books?
Need money for RenVFood/etc. ?
Gel the Picture?
Get a Job?
PT/FT fun positions available
202/387-4204, 1 option

The Hilltop

SELM01 FA1SON, &. PLEASURE
PRESENT....

